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~ Jill pat~s. ~i~ cove~. . -
themselves so ostracised, that they petition for leave to recross 
the Rhine, where theY' can at least have their own' children edu-
c~t~d in .the Ge~man tongue and habits, ' In Bavaria and Saxony, 
wmch still retam local governments, there are increasing signs 
. of antipathy to the imperial domination, and uneasiness under 
the tremendous pressure of the military duties, penalties, and as-
sessments. 
" 
" 
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"To human beings, even though tbey be children, the ways of nature are 
Oie easier ways. 'After all, the lesson is not a very profound one, and it is 
strange indeed that it took so long to find it out. A child learns to talk and 
to walk, the two most difficult things it is called on to learn in its whole life, 
-without any instruction and by simple practice; "tbe process of learning is 
-, not painful to it' nor wearisome to others; on the contrary, it is an amusement 
to both. Wby the s~me process should not bave been pursued in other and 
less difficull branches of educatbn is not· apparent." 
Adopting this manner of argument, we may state an analogous 
case thus: "A youth learns to play ball-a far more difficult art 
than that of sawing wood-without any instruction and by sim-
ple practice; the process is not painful to him nor wearisome to 
others; on the contrary it is an amusement to both. Why ball-
playing 'and wood-sawing can not be learned by the same process 
is not apparent." 
Is it not very apparent, that to follow our inclinations is al-
ways pleasanter than to sacrifice our natural impulses to duty? 
We are free to confess that if we were to follow "nature's ways" 
we would spen'd this hright October afternoon in a ramble through 
an oak forest that is invitingly near; and it is not to be doubted 
that there are myriads of toiling men and women who would at 
once renounce their accustomed labor if they could honestly ~s-
caEe tl)e calls of duty. . ..-
Habits ' of industry 30Fe always ~ sacrifice of inclination to,duty. 
But in the labor of the brain as well as in the labor of the hand 
this s~crifice ~ust be made. Th~re is no art or device by which 
labor can be transformed into play.' By its, very nature, a school 
ought not to be a place of mere amusement; for in proportion 
- _. as it be~omes such, it loses its value as a schooL The study of 
"grammar and arithmetic can not be made as pleasurable as fish-
ing and nufting. We say again that all reasonable mitigations 
.should be introduced into school-room practice·; but when all 
t-h~t is possible has beel). done in this direction there will still 
remain a resdiuum of hard toil from which ,there is no honorable 
-. escap,~ ; and the reasonable rigors ot the school are a most whole-
-some and necessary preparation for the serious duties of life. 
Mr. Adams's criterion, then, for testing the quality'of a school, 
is partial and"misleading. Amusement is ofte!l incompatible with 
instruction; and- whenever it becomes so, it must be sacrificed 
to the high~r and better pu~poses of the school. 
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ments. There is little difficulty about oi, ou, and ei in height, 
but the four.h ; (0), is a variable-its first element is , sOlJle-
times y and someti~es I, and the second is sometim'es ~ and 
sometimes 00 (u in put). This diphthong begins with y when 
it is the initial sound .in a word, as in unit (yoonit), Europe 
(Yoorope); otherwise with 1. Many, however, think its first . 
element is always y, and Max MUller inclines to this view. It is 
not, in that case, a diphthong (that is, a union of two vowels) _ 
but simply a combination of a consonant and a vowel. The 
second element is 6b when accented (as in depute) and oo,when 
unaccented (as in deputy). 
There are many who have never learned to articulate the con-
sonants Y and W,- and' who always pronounce them exactly as the 
vowels i and 00 respectively, which are pronounced by the same 
position of the respective parts of the mouth (the tongue and . 
palate for Y and I, and the two lips for Wand 00) but without 
contact in the case of the vowels, or the friction resulting from 
forcing through it; as all vowels have a free breath passage, 
which is, however, made very narrow for· these thin, close vowels. 
Of course these persons hold that 11 is always equal to iOb or ioo. 
The diphthong "ti" is represented in at least I 7 different ways 
in our present jumbled orthography; viz .: by u in duty; by ue 
in due,; by (u . in eulogy; by" u-e in tune; by eu-e in deuce; by 
ieu in adieu; by eue in queue; by u-ue in fugue; by ewe in _ 
ewe; by yew in yew; by I iew in view; by ui in suit; -by you iIi 
you; by yu-( in yule; and by ugh in Hugh. 
Each reader can test his or her own articulation of this diphthong 
-whether with y as its first element in all cases or only initially 
,in a word, or whether with I in all cases, by resting on the first 
element when uttering it, and taking note whether the slight 
shrilly rush of the breath in forcing the passage between the 
closed-together upper face of the tongue and the palate is heard 
-ir:dicating consonantal Y; or whether the softer, smoother 
sound of the breath flowing through a very narrow chink left open 
between -them indicates the utterance of the vowel I. 
FINANCIAL EDUCATION. 
THE success which various crazes about finance have had duril1,g the, past fifteen years has furnished the text for much unfa-
vorable criticism of the education given in both the common. and 
'.THE DIPHTHONG 11. high schools of the country. ' fhere is probably nothing which 
PROFESSOR MAX MUELLER, the preeminent German- a young person, who has either to earri money for himself, or " , English philologist, and Isaac Pitman-the equally famous keep money which he has inherited, so much needs to under-
. . phonetician, have lately had a~ interesting consultation 'respect- stand as the conditions on which what is called "business" is _ 
'. ing thi:: diphthong and the best means of expressing ~t in a carried on.' As soon as the arts, of reading and writing are ac~ 
reformed alphabet. The governing powers of several English quired, there is no part of a child's equipment tor the work .ot 
speaking states and countries seem ready to lluthorize seme re- .life so valuable both t'o himself an,d to the rest of the community. 
fonn in English spelling, or, at least, the appointment of an as clear ,comprehension '.If what money is; of what interest is; 
: official committee to consider what steps 'may best be taken; and of the ways in which money can' be made to produce interest; 
phoneticians are active in .preparing s'chemes that promise prac- of the ways in which it is lost; of the various apparently honest 
ticability. ' devices by which sharpers, both political and private. get l,1old 
. Mr. Pitman, although nearly seventy years have silvered his of other , people's money; of the functions of banks, and espe-
hair;and although he is at the head of what has grown to be an im- cially of' savings banks, with regard to money, and of th,e rela-
'mense business) is as indefatigable as ever in his' efforts lor spelling tion of, taxation to profits, and of currency to prices. Knowl-
refor-ril, and nearly fifty years of constant actual use of phonetic edge of this sort to ninety-nine boys and girls out of a hundr_~d 
, types render him the best authority -in regard to their use. - He is the first essential of any education intended to fit them for a 
stat~s that tb~ only ne~ or additi<;mal tYPf:s indisp'ensa~ly neces- me of s(jlf.dependence, and for .tl)e expression at the polls of a 
, ' sary for the plain expression Of Eng~ish pronunciation are one , ,safe or even harmless opi;lion of public affairs. When it was ' 
'for each of the six lI;mg vowels, o~e for the 'o~d short vowel (the discovered a year ago that thousands of poor Irishmen and Irish-
.vowel ip ollt-the /~ bei~g allotted to th~ vo~el in j]l.t, look), and women h:ld been entTllsting their hard earnings to the. care of an, 
one fOF ,the -con'sonant th. The four diphthQngs q1ust', tl1en He 'arc;:hbishop who knew nothing of irivestments, and, kept · his ac- ·. 
repiesen,tecl each , ~Y the two letters . ~orrespondi~g to their ele- countSOD s<:rap~ of paper, and had been dlawin'g interest ltbm ' 
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him for years, without inquiring or cl'ring how he produeed it, State stn:et bankers and brokers to get rid of a troubles~me rival, 
there was a great deal of pity expressed for their ignvrance and whose generous method brings out their own greed and heart-
superstition. But they could not have been expected to know lessness in stronger relief. To crown all, Mrs. Howe, even un-
better. They had not been bred in a commercial community. der the fierce light of p'ublicity, gives no account of ~hat she 
Most of them, doubtless, had never been to school, ' and could does with the money beyond the clumsy pretense-probably as 
not conceive of anybody's being fitter to take care of their money clumsy as was ever produced by a pickpocket in a police court-
than a person who they knew would not wilfully cheat them. that she has been made the almoner of a huge charity which en-
-~~ut we venture to say that neither their ignorance nor credulity abIes her to lose money for the benefit of poor working-women 
came anywhere near matching those of the depositors in a sav- who have saved a little. She must, even with her experience of 
iogs bank in Boston, the operations of which the Dally Adver- human credulity, be astonished by her success. She cannot ha~e 
tiser of that city has been exposing within the last week. The expected to find women so gullible 3S to enable her to purchaSe, 
obvious moral of the affair is, as it seems to us, though the Bos- as sh~ has jus,t done, a house for forty thousand dollars after two 
ton press has not yet drawn it, that there is something sadly de- years operatIOns. 
fective in the education furnished by th.! State to the children of ,Now, consider the childlike ignorance and simplicity which 
the taxpayers when any class of the community intelligent and thIS extraordinary story reveals on the part of a most useful in-
industrious enough to have savings is capable of being made the telligent, and saving class-many of them too the teache;s of h' ' , 
victims of so coarse and gross an imposture as this one. A c lldren-with regard , to the commonest phenomena of trade. 
' woman named Howe, who now has a third husband-the other I? the fi~st place, they apparently know nothing of the condi.: 
two st.,illliving£...who has passed two years in a lunatic asylum, hons whIch regulate the ordinary rate of profit, even in hazard-
has been convicted and imprisoned for fraud, for some time fol- ous operations. If they did, they would see that a proposal to' 
lowed the trade of an itinerant clairvoyante or fortune-teller, and ~ay them in Massachusetts ninety-six per cent per annum for 
.and has once or twice changed her name, .set up a savings bank the use of money was either on its face a swindle, or a charityoh 
under the name of the "Ladies' Deposit Company," Of course a scale which nothing but the revenues of a nation could keep 
her antecedents as given above were not hown, but this means going very long. They are totally ignorant of the conditions. 
that nothing was known about her to thQse who were invited to which make an. investment safe, and of the effect of safety on 
give her their money. These were single women or widows the rate of interest. Moreover, they apparently have no notion 
earning their own living, or the wives of sick or decrepit hus- of the necessity, which is one of the most prominent facts of 
.bands. No deposit over f,I,OOO was to be taken. All money commercial history, of exacting security for the return of money 
was to be withdrawable on call. No name appeared in the pros- ' lent. They do not know why business men in good sfanding 
pectus or title of the institutIOn. No guarantee of any kind exact it of each other, and why the . government exacts' it of 
was offered as to its responsibility or solvency, No explanation banks, an~ why banks exact it o'f their customers. Nor 'have 
was 'made of its operations, or of the nature of its investments, they enough perspicacity to see that Mrs. Howe is simply paying 
. or of the source from which it was to derive the interest on its the early depositors with the funds supplied by tpe later ones, 
deposits. Nor did the founder, unknown and characterless as and that, if there should be any cessation in the flow of depos-
she was, ~ven take the precaution to offer a moderately high its,.or any extraordinary run on the concern, it must burst at 
rate of interest, such as is actually paid in some parts ' of the once; or enough acquaintance with financial history to . know 
country on bona fide investments, such as eight, or ten, or twelve that 'this is an old and familiar swindle-one of the most familiar 
_ per cent, ' or even two per cent a month. She actually had so ill the history of crime. The new feature which Mrs. Howe has 
much contempt for her possible cluntele-that is, the workmg- added is the selection of women, and single wo.men, as victims. 
women of the state in' which the standard of female education ' All the res't is very stale. ilnd dull, and common'place. 
and intelligence is suppose,i to be highest-that she offered eight The Boston papers say the Bank, Commissioners and the Dis-
per cent' a month, and three months' interest at this rate in ad- trict Attorney are studying Mrs, Howe's case to see if they-can \ 
~ance, when the deposit was made. That is to say, a woman get hold of her under the law, but thus far without success. To 
depositing one hundred dollars received back at once twenty- our minds the matter is one which merits the attention Qf the 
, fo~r dollars, had one hundred dollars placed to her credit, and school boards much more than the bank authorities or prbse-
three months later was to be entitled to twenty-four dollars more. c.uting officers. I~ is t~e school system whic~ supplies people 
So that at the end of the year she ,,!ould have drawn ninety-six hke Mrs. Howe WIth theIr prey. No system of education can 
dollars as interest, or within four dollars of the totaJ amount of prevent all fraud. Many frauds are so ingenious that the most 
: her principal. caut~ous and expert business men are imposed on by them. Oth • 
. Mrs. Howe seems to have been correct in !ler calculations. ers, even if clumsy, will find occasional dupes among the un~ 
Ddposits poured in as fast as she ~ould take them, and the COll- wary and inex:perienced. But here is one of the ch;msiest frauds 
.cern -has actually been flourishing since its foundafon. When ever a!tempted, with its true character apparent on its prospec-
the Advf.rft~er· s exposure came it had crowds of depositors, and tps. WIth all the old and well· known marks of fraud, indifferent , 
plainly of the higher and more intelligent class of . female work- to all the (,rdinary precautions and disguises, and it finds 'its 
, ers, because only this class can ,save money. It has been ascer- dupes Jlmong a large and.1?igh.lY,resp.ec'table and most deserving 
tained, indeed, that a considerable number of them are teachers class, and more than ordmanly weighted with care. What is 
ia the public schopls, presumably good classical scholars and ~ore remark~ble than all is that large' numbers of them' are said -- ' 
\..mathematicians, and full of history and ·belles It{tr.es. More to fe~l o~traged by the suspicions and denunciations of Mrs. 
eX:JFaordinary still, although the exposure of course brought a ~odwe bYh~hhvsetiwhbo haye h~d most exp,erience of the conditio, 'DS 
. .. .. . . . . un er w IC sa e ankmg IS done and they' 'have t h d f 
run on the bank, It dId· not, and up to thiS wntmg has not, or do not attach an' t 't h . , no ellf 0, . , 
fl
. I . I • ' . y Impor ance '0, t e secUrity for the safe stop~d the ow Qf Qeposits. There are apparent y co,nsiGerable , transactlOD of \>usIDe~ which the state exacts of- its • _ 
numberS' of women, who look on tpe e,xposur-e ,as a dev-Ice of t,lte' banks.- Tht Nlilion.. . . saVings 
(. 
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:OUTLINES OF STUDY AND COURSES OF 
READING. 
Most people do not derive as much advantage from their re.ad-
'ing as they would if it were done more systematically. The 
amount of reading that the average teacher does would give him 
much more power if his subjects were chosen with wise fOle-
thought. We 'lack cultu;e not because we do not read, but be-
cause our reading is omnivorous, desultory, and incomplete. 
We are led into this line of thought by the perusal of an out-
line of study and work prepared by the Executive Committee of 
the Chicago Philosophical Society for the current season. That 
outline is so eminently suggestive, not only of and in itself, but 
of what a thoughtful teacher might do to promote his own pro-
gress in miscellaneous or professional knowledge, that we take 
the liberty to subjoin it. The lecturers of the Society are gen-
erally expected to select their subjects from this outline: 
NATURAL SCIENCE. 
I. Effect of the destruction of American Forests. 2. The Germ Theory of 
Disease. 3. Relation of Brain Nutrition through Circulation of the Blood, to 
Menial Traits. 4. The Relation of Sun Spots to Meteorology. 5. Transition 
and Transmutation of Species. 6. Relation of Cerebral Condition to Mental 
Delusions. 7. Specialization of Function in the Brain. 8. The Glacial 
Theory in its bearing on the Theory of Early Incandescence and Gradual Re-
frigeration. 9. Lower Life and its Lessons. 10. Light, Heat, and Electri-
city; are they identical? I I. Elemen~ ; are they many or one? 12. Astro- _ 
nomical Research; its Results and propable Limitations~ ' 13. Philological 
Researches concerning the Origin of Society. 14. The Present Status of the 
Atomic Theory. IS. Fallacies of Physics. ~ 
SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY. 
1-9. The Philos"phies of Socrates, P lato, Aristotle, Bacon, Hume, Ham-
ilton, Descartes, Leibnitz, Kant. (Lectures presenting synoptically, critically,_ 
and clearly the doctrines of any of the philosophers are suited to our course.) 
10. Theories of the Absolute. _I I. The Antinomies of Municipal Law. 12_ 
'I~ealism. 13. The Doctrine ofImmortality. 14. Meh',physics in Early and 
Medieval Christian Theology. 15. The Genesis of. Religious Faith. 16, The 
Value of Faith. 17 .... Memory; its Nature and Education. 
MORAL PHILOSOPHY. 
I. Can Moral Science rest on Intuitions and Experience, without Religion? 
2. The Relation of Wealth and Poverty to Morals. 3. The Esse~tial Char· 
acteristics of Right-doing and Wrong-doing, 4- Relation of Art to Morals. 
5. Psychology as the Basis of Morals. 6. Evil; can it be accounted for with· 
out being also justified? 7. Relative moral influc:nces of the Ascetic or Stoic, 
the Epicurean or Utilitarian, and the Fourieristic or Harmonial Theory of 
the Passions. 8. Moral Influences 01 the doctrines of Predestination and Free 
'will._ 9. Do tqe beneficial eftects of sects partly or wholly founded on delu· 
sioQS compensate for their evils? 10. Which of these two theories is most pro-
motive of morals? (I) The , Universe is governed by inflelfible Law. (2) 
The Universe is governed by a self,originating Will which Prayer can change 
or influence. II . Rationale of ,Suicide. 12, Spencer's "Data of Ethics." 13. 
Mallock's "Is Li fe Worth Living?" 14. BeHef in Immortality as an Induce· 
ment to Virtue. 15. Spencer's Doctrine of the Unknowable as 'the Basis of 
~ the Religion of the Future. ' 
CURRENT HISTORY. 
I.' Rationale of Russian Nihilism. 2. The Present and Future of the Amer-
ican ,Indian. 3. The Relation of Imperilllism to Democracy. 4. The Experi. 
ment'of Free Trade in England. 5. The Administration of Andrew Jackson. 
6. The Russo·Turkish War, as ended by the Peace of Berlin. 7. The Career 
of Garbaldi. 8. Causes of the Condition of Ireland. 9 Bismark. 10. The 
Fulure of Egypt. I I. British Dominion in India. 12. Rise and PrQbable Fu· 
ture of Mormonism. 13. Panama Canal. 14. Political Socialism in America. 
IS. The Present French RepUblic. J6-20, T,he Present Condition and Pros-
pects of Russia; of Italy j of the Papacy j of Austro.Hungary j of Mexico. 
21, Progress of Llberalis.n in England. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE. 
I. Does Local Self· Government result in the best Government? 2. Should 
Go~emment seek to promote industry, or merely to preserve the peace? 3. 
Oyght Government to issue Paper Cqrrency? 4, Is Co.!"pulsor.r Education 
feastole? S. The means of preventuig Breaches of Trust on the part of in" 
dividualll and of , officers of corvoralions. 6 The Benevolent vtrms the 
• Vindicative Method .with Crime. 7: 'Yhat shall be done , with the Morally-
In~ne? 8. Transportation compared with Penitc:ntiary. 9, Prevention of 
1'e,uperism. 10. Would Woman Suffra:ge aid or hinder good government? II. 
Is Marriage the eXBression of an eternal and unchangeable law? 32. Has 
Christianityamellorated the Social Condition of Woman? 13, The_ Relative 
Health, Beauty, Strength, ansi Vitality of the Ancients and the -Moderns. -14, 
, , Should a Representative Obey ~heJ Will of bis Constituents? 15. Rules 01 
,Evidence observed in Courts. 16. Ration!,-Ie of Political R..pvolutions. 17. 
1;he Value of. the Novel. 18. The Elements of Criticism. 19- Tendency to 
.formation of Class distinctions ~n Amencan Society. 2,0. Sewage in Great 
Cities. 21. Value and Legitimacy of, the P!1rty Principle, in Politics. ' 
,.' . 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
The leasing of the old Post Office property, which appears to haye beerl 
accomplished at the meeting of the Board of Education which was held Oct. 
14, leaves the fulure location of the Public Library unsettled. The substance _ 
of the proffer of the lessee of the property is to give the Library such rooms 
in the upper stories of the building as they may be able or willing to pay for. 
Inasmuch as a portion of the Library people do not favor the location on ac - , 
count of .the impossibility of procunng such accommodations there as an 
intelligent administration of Library affairs demands, and as the proposed 
rooms will be probably very valuable for other purposes, it would seem that 
the prospect of the Library going to the corner of Dearborn and Monroe 
Streets is not very bright. 
The negotiations between the Library Hoard and the Board of Education 
on this matter have developed some dissatisfaction. The friends of the Library 
affirm that the property in question was ceded by the United States to th~ 
Board of Education, for the benefit and use of a public library. The ,Board 
of Education finds in its possession the title deeds of this with ol1!er school 
' property, and its management holds that it can do no other than rent the 
property to the best bidder for the benefit of the school fund. It is hinted that 
even if the Board were disposed 10 make a donation, or even a discrimination 
in favor of the library, some hard-headed citizen would be after it witb in-
junctions, supersedeases, certioraris, or other well·known legal weapons to 
compel them to do just what is "nominated in the bond." 
One of the obvious inferences from tuis state of things is that the city of 
Chicago should procure competent legal talent at whatever cost. Good law-
yers cannot be expected to d:l careful work for the pittance which the c:ily. 
allows. Especially is the extravaganl economy which prevailed after the 
Great Fire illustrated by this dispute .. The numerous overworked and u~del'- -
paid Counsel of the city at~ that time and their numerous assistants were sC) 
busy prep,uing bonds and other legal papers for the City treasurer and other 
enterprising officer., that it could not be expected that they should think of 
so trivial a matter as the rehearsal in a deed of the conditions on, and the 
purposes for, which the cession was made. It is quite_bewildering to think 
of the complications that might have been added to this difficulty if the B.oard 
of Education, too, had at th>;t time been blessed with an attorney! Obvious· 
ly, Chicago can not expect to heve its legal business well done for $ 15,000 
or $20,000 per annum! 
GEN. STILES'S MISSION. 
Gen. Stiles, of the Board of Education, has published his intention of mak-
ing attacks more or less pe,riodically upon that rule of l,he Board which . 
announces that the marriage of a female teacher is equivalent to her resigna- ' 
tion. After due notice, the first attack was made 'at the meeting of the Beiard 
held Oct. 14. The result of the attack indicates progress on the part of the 
opponents of the rule. Eight members out of fifteen voted against the rule, 
but it canno( be repealed at this time except by a 'majority of two-thir,ds. So 
. the rule stands. \ 
It would seem that of all the needless discussions in which men have ever • 
engaged during the historical period lhi~ is about the most useless. By the 
adoption of the rule the Board gained no new power, for its teachers are all 
subje.ct to removal at ~ts pleasure. By its repeal the teacher contemplating 
matrimon;,' woula make no essential gain, for under it she may secur_e an 
immediate election after marriage. ,The rule belongs to that vicious kind of -
legislation which comes in the absence of any reasonable demand, and which 
has no adequllte or wise raison d'etre. ' 
, There is an aspect of the matter, however, which may be set down as hope-
ful. Gen. Stiles publicly, and apparently without expecting to succeed, pro-
' claimed war on the rule. When a man of Gen. Stiles's ability, honesty, and 
energy can see in this rule an unwisdom and injustice that call for a public 
declaratiqn of war, there is great hope that he may be atile to see before long., 
other instances.of unwisdom, injustice, and imbeCility in ihe school policy of 
the city, and tbat he- will lift up his voice in that behalf. There was also 
another hop!:ful revelation in the-discussion of Oct. 14. A member of many 
years' experience on the board, and who, when he was much younger th~ 
now, was not afraid to attempt the reformaiion and- reconstruction of the . 
school system of the city, and who had a somewhat ostentatious little pol~cy 
of his ow!,l for the adlllinistration of school affairs, is reported to hav:e IUiked 
for the superintendent's judgment of the rule in question; he professed to be 
willing to follow it j and upon receiving it he did_then and there effect a 
' 'righ'~ about face" in the matter. ' 
-" 'Tis the SJl,nset of life gives us mystical Ior~, 
And coming events cast their shadow before." ( 
, ,. 
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The statistics o'f the schools of Chicago for the month of September show 
the usual progress. The enrollment, membership, and attendance are each 
about 2,500 greater than for the correspOIidinz month last year. The daily 
attepdance is now upwards 01 46,000, and the enrollment more than 51,000. 
. -
CHICAGO INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. 
The October meeting of this organization was held in the rooms of the 
'Board of Education O)n the morning of Saturday the 14th inst. Vice President 
Stowell, of the Newberry school, presided in absence of President Howland, 
who was absent during the earlier part of the session. After the reading and 
approval of the minutes of the previous meeting, Secretary repilrted a corre· 
spondence with Mr. Howland in reference to the publication of his inaugural 
address, which stated that arrangements had been made for the publication in 
the new .bi.monthly Education. It further transpired that it would appear in 
tlie November number of that Magazine and the Secretary was direcled to 
correspond with the publisher for the purpose of ascertaining the cost (of sup· 
ply~g t~e members of the .Institute and the teachers of Chicago with a copy 
of that number. 
Mr. John H . Loomis , of the Wells School, and Miss Emelme Marsh, of the 
Kinzie School, were elected members of the Institute. The names of Mr. 
W. M. Payne. of the Soutb Division H,igh School, Miss M. E, Brookings, of 
tbe Mosely School, Dr. Willard, of the South Division High School, MISS A. 
E. Winchell, of the North Division High School, and W. W . Carter, of the 
Englewood High School were proposed for memGership. Mr. Stowell reo 
marked that the fitness 'of new members was a matter of great importance to 
the success of the association and urged that members who proposed the names 
of candidates for admission hereafter should thereby be cunsidered as recom-
mending such candidates as fit and proper persons in sympathy with the ob· 
. ect ~nd willing to do the work of the association. 
J .The paper of the day was read by Dr. Samuel Willard, of the South Divi· 
sion High. School. Its subject was "The Power of the Keys on the Formative 
PJ'inciple .of Courses of Instruction." The leading thought of the paper was 
tbat not knowledge so much as the keys of kn<?w,ledge should be communicated 
to the pu'pils of the schools-thev should be trained, not crammed. To ihis 
end should be liberal rather than special-'-such as to prepare for useful activ-
ity in any field of labor rather tban mere expertn~ss in one field. No depart· 
ment of knowledge should be exclllde~. The educated man was he who 
ould read the newspaper; that power mvolvt:d all the branches now taught 
~n the schools. The practical use of a copious vocabulary is a necessity to all 
children and that should be lhe great work of the common school. Herein 
~as the great value of a knowledge of the Latin language. The impossibility 
, of doing the proper work of tbe schools from the study of things alone was 
earnestly urged. It was held that there was not time for pupils to obtain 
knowl~dge by what was called "Ihe scientific method." That method was 
as applicable to many ~t~.~r kinds of ~\lowledge as to natnral sCle~ce, but ~t 
was ap obvIOUS imposslblhy to apply It. We mllst be content to gIve pupil 
the key, then let him enter and secure for himself the great wealtb of kno';Vl. 
d· e that is stored in books and elsewhere. 
e g . d I' I . j ' h . This very brief abstract oes very Itt e JU& Ice to t e paper which was' em· 
inently wise, healthy, and sensible,. 
• '1lbe reading of the paper was followed by a discussion of some of its topics 
by, Messrs. Belfield, Parker, Howland, ~nd Slocum, No serious divergences 
from the views of the paper were enunciated. 
The next meeting will be hdd ID the rooms of the Board of Education, at 
10:30 A. M., Saturday, Nov. 20, 1880. The paper on that occasion will be 
read by Miss E. O. Randall, Principal of the Clark School. The subject of 
the_ Faper will be 
EDUCATION FOR THE CITIZEN: 
THE PHII.OSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 
'the prospectus of the Philosophical Society of Chicago for tne season of 
1.880-1881 , is before us. From this we l,arn that it is about to enter upon 
the eighth year of its work; that it invites the co O.l eration of all the thought. 
ful eople of the city who are interested in the dissemination of truth in the 
d ~rtments of Speculative Philo:.ophy, Social SCIence, M'Jral SCIence, and of 
;!ural Science and History in their philosophical aspects; that the princi· 
pal exercises are lectures every Saturday evening from the middle of October 
_. each year to tbe end 01 the following April; that tbest: lectures are each 
In d fl" . fol!()wed by a discussion of, the sanfe, in which adverse ail con Ictmg vIews 
• are presented with freedom and frankness; that exercises are prepa,red by an 
. r cutive committee of five persons; that a .program has been arranged for 
exe . , h " f . k f 
every we~k frol\1 :?ct. 16,}880. till.April2; 1881 O ·hat t eiP~lce. 0 Uc ~ts 0 
membership, which entitle the holder to aijmission to all lectures, is $2.00 . 
and that the sessions of the society are held every Saturday evening at eight 
o'clock in the Club Room on the Parlor Floor of the Palmer House. 
Mr. Rodney W1!lch, at one time a Cbicago school principal, and afterward 
a member of the Board of Education, is President of the Society. Mr. George 
D. Broomell, of the West Division High School, and Dr. Willard, of the 
South Division High School , are members of the Executive Committee. A 
good idea of the scope and character of the work of the present season may 
be obtained from the subjoined program of lectures: 
Oct. 16-Prof. Rodney Welch, Transportation as an Agency in CIvilization. 
" 23-ReV. Dr. H. W. Thomas, The. Past and the Future of the Philosophical Society . 
" 3o-Austin Bierbower, Esq., Thoma. Aquinas, or Scholastic Philosophy in Modem 
Theology. 
Nov. 6-Rev. Dr. D. S. Gregory, British Dominion in India. 
" I3-Rev. Dr. R. A. Holland, Atomism, 
" .o-Dr. H. A. Johnson, The Germ Theory of Disease. 
" 27-Rev. L . P . Mercer, Comparative MythololQ' and the Origin of Religion. 
Dec. 4-Miss Frances E. Willard, The Temperance Queslion philosophically and cnt;. 
cally considered . 
.. n-Dr' J. S. Jewell, On Ihe Influence of Our Present Civilization in the Production 
of Nervous and Mental Diseases. 
.. IS- James Kay Applebee, Esq., The Philosophy of David Hume. 
'. 2S-W. P . Black, Eqs ., Socialism as a factor in American Society and Politics. 
J an. 3-Fred. P . Powers, Esq., Predestination in Scir-nee and Religion. 
8-Dr. D. R. Brower. Specialization of Funclion in the Brain. 
I , IS-Charles H. H am, Esq., Tendency to Formation of Class Distinctions in American 
Society. 
u 22-PJof. Samuel Willard, Historical CrIticism. 
" 29-Mrs. Maria A. Shorey. (Subjecl not a nnounced.) 
Feb. S-E. O. Brown, E sq. , The Relalio n of the Catholic Church to Scientific Invesliga. 
tlon. . 
.. u-Col: A. N . Waterman, Legal Reform. 
.. 19-Dr. Sarah Hackelt Stevenson. (Subject not announced.) 
" . 26-Prof. Van Buren Denslow. (Subject not announced .) 
Mch . s-Hon. L . L. Bond, Does Local Self·Covernment re.ult in the best Government 
" ,.-Rev. Dr. Galusha- And£l'Son, Huxley. 
" ,I9:"'Prof. W. S. Haines, The Present State of the Alcohol Question. 
.. 26-Mrs. Celia P. Wooley. (Subject not announce!! .) 
.Apr. .-Paul Shorey, Esq , Schopenhauer and his Cfl tics. 
We wrote an item for our Illinuis depa.tment saying that Prof. Blanchard 
had gone to Europe, then in accord with some of our exchanges made it read ' 
President Blanchard. . . 
Now we are told that the traveling Blanchard is Prof. C~ A. Wbiclieve 
he may be he sends his: borne paper a very interesting letter. Here is some 
of it: . I 
"In Scotland now they have compulsory education but no free schools. 
The schools are furni. hed and people are required, to pay the tuition. Tlie 
hours which I .spent WIth the Master ?f Kilwmning public scho'ol 'were very 
pleasant. He I~ a teacher of almost thmy years 'conslant work, a very pleasant 
gentleman and apparently a thorough educ~tor. In this school there are fou~ 
certificated assistants and five pupil teachers. The master/lays out the work 
for the school and sees that it is done, doing no regular class work himself, !h~ certifica.ted assist~nts and the pupil teachers have charge of rooms contain~ 
mg about eighty pupils as the publtc school teachers in the United Staes. . A 
certificated teacher is a graduate of a normal school who holds a certificate of 
qualification from Government. This certlficatt: ranks wilh our State certifi. 
cate. A pupil teacher is a bright scholar. wn 0 wishes to become a teacber 
and at the same time to study~ He is indentured or 'bound out to the .Board 
of Education for a period of four years. After this time is 'past he goes to 
the Normal school and completing that course be becomes a' certIficated' 
teacher. The Maloter receives in his school £300 per annum, about fifteen 
bundred dollars; the cerl ificalt d assistants £1J0 each, or about four hundred' 
dollars; the pupil teachers, £1O.each or about fifty dollars." . 
Tbe Bloomington Patltagra!" says' : 
"Prof. Forbes of Nurmal has recently discovered that the meadow lark 
feeds freely on the chinch bug. The only ,bir.d heretofore known to eat .this 
frightful pest is th~ quail: An a .. erage damage of two million dollars a :year 
to the crops of IIlt.nots IS ~onslderablv beluw the amount reckoned by thOac 
best acquamted wtth thIS IIlsect. Our State entomologist eSllmated the 1051 
on corn alone, due to the chinch bug, at about twent)l million dollars for the 
state during the year 1874. The monty value of allY check upon 'its increase 
is the~f:fore very great. As a result of a long study ot the IObd of tlie meadow 
lark. made at the State: Laboratoav, Mr. Forb~s finds . this pinl to be, in other 
respects, one of the most u, elul of our native species. It liv~s almost entirely 
on insects, and only a small percentage of these are beneficiai.;' · • 
"Don't know balf their Value.'" 
"They cured mt: of Al(ue:, Hllluusn,,,s, and K 1dllt:y Complaint as recom. 
mended. I bad a half bOlll~ left which I used for my two .httl~ girls, who 
the doctors and neighbors saId could nol be curc:d. I would have lost bolli 
of thelD . CIne night if 1 had not given them Hop Bttlers. They liid them so 
much good I'contmued their use unti! they were cured. j~ is Wh~ 'l sa)' 
y?u ?o not kn,~w half the value .of Hop Bitters, and do not mend .qem ' 
hIgh enough. -B., Rochester, N. y. See ano.ther coluJl)n.~~/J" 
~ ~Kal Home. I 
• .! , ' 
-, 
.... . :;.. 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
SUGGESTIONS TO TEA CHERS. 
I. No school can be in the highest degree successful without 
__ good order. _ ' 
, . To be a good disciplinarian it is necessary that the teacher 
whave sufficient scholarship to thoroughly understand what he 
teaches; sufficient will power to carry out rules and regulations 
without fear or favor; a moral character that will command the 
respect of all; and a full measure of that most useful commodity 
-good common sense. 
3· In all things pertaining to the s'chool the teacher is the; 
model-in mcrals, in personal habits, and in methods of work. , 
He should therefore never conduct himself in a manner that he 
'would be sorry to see his pupils imitate; he should be neat in 
his personal appearance and teach his pupils to be the same; he 
should cultivate taste and a love for the beautiful in nature and 
in art; he should have everything about the room kept in neat-
ness and order, and above all he should require all school work 
to be d~ne thoroughly, and in the neatest possible manner. 
4· Be c~urteous and polite to your pupils under all circum-, 
" "st,ances, and never tell them to do anything that you would not 
, _ _ want to do yourself: ~ . 
5· Do not scold or thre~ten yo~~ pupils, and iIi thdr~dminis­
tration ()f school government be kiJ,ld, cool, calm, deliberate and 
firm. A vacillatin'g policy is a sure index of a want of e~ecutive 
ability. . 
6~ 'Have but few rules; and make them only after mature de· 
liberation and as circumstances make them necessary. Do not , 
attach a specific penalty to a rule, but leave that for circumstan-
ces to determine. ' 
7· Exact prompt and ,complete obedience to all the rules 01 
, the school. The pupil must understand that if he disobeys sure 
punishment will follow. Certainty of punishment is more effec-
tive than severity. 
8. Require all class movements and movements in mass to be 
r; • made in a' quiet and orderly manner. 
_ 9· Call and dismiss ~lasses with the bell or by coun't, the lat· 
, ter is 'preferable, and do not march pupils all around the 'room 
when two Or three steps will take them to or 1rom the recitation 
platform. : 
~o. Control yo~r school by seating it properly. As lqng as 
yeui' room will admit of it put but one pupjl on a seat. When 
a pupil becomes t.roubl~some to his neighbor remove him to 
Ij.llother seat. 
o II. Do not allow communication, leaving seats, going out or 
getting drinks during school hours 'without permission. 
'12. Do not require your pupils to report "perfect" or "im-
perfect" at the evening roll·call. It leads to habits of d'ecep. 
, tion-. 
13· Keep all your pupils doing something," This is the key 
to success in school government. ' 
, H· Do not allow your l>chool to become a public nuisance by 
', I ihsulting travelers, annoying neighbors, or destroy,l ng fences and 
praperty in the vicinity. ' 
~5· Protect the school properfy as though .it were your own, 
Keep ~riting and pictures of all kinds from the fences and from 
tlie walls ef, the scho.ol house, and out-buildings. 
_ 16. Have a place for each pu~il to hang his hat, ~appings, 
, an~ lunc~ basket. Keep a stl'id oversight of what is 'gQing 'on 
. , at play ~lme. ,',' _ ' 
" 1'1. Attend carefull)!' to the physical· ce~fol'~- of yout' pupils. 
" 1 
V~ntilate your school,room thoroughly and keep the tempera-
ture as near 70 degrees as possible. 
18. Arrange your program carefully, and post it up in you~ 
school-room where all may see it. Follow it strictly, and ha~e 
your pupils understand that when the , designated time for them 
to recite: arrives they will be required to give a strict account ,of 
the lesson assigne d. 
19. Ma.ke a full report of your school to 'the proper authori-
ties as soon as your term closes. 
20. Fill out a complete record of the advancement of eaeh 
pupil according to the plan shown in the blank form printed ' in 
your register, for the use of your successor. 
:no All records of attendance, scholarship, and deportmen.t 
should be neatly and accurately kept. The teacher should use ' 
all reasonable means to secure a full enrollment and regular at" 
tendance. If you are a' stranger in the neighborhood, ask the, 
Trustee for a copy of the enumeration of your district., This 
will enable you to tell at a glance who are not in the sch901. 
Success in securing a full and prompt attendance indicat~s a val-
uable schooL ' 
22. Teachers should have a regular program of study Il,nd' 
recitation. By adopting a particulnr ti'lIe, both for pr,eparing 
and reciting' each lesson, the progress of the pupil is made more 
certain, and habits of punctuality and regularity are thereby 
formed. Teachers sh~uld have a thorough knowledge of the , ,' 
subjects they teach. They should, during a recitation, thoroughly: 
test the knowledge of the pupils, and also explain the difficult 
points in the lesson. In assigning the lesson, the pupils shonld 
be directed how to study the same to the best advantage. The 
undivided attention of the clilSS should be securerl during the 
recitation of the rupils and explanations of the teacher. The 
work 'of e~ch day's school should ,be more successful tn~n the 
work of 'the preceding day. It is confidently hoped that the 
present term will be regarded by parents, school offcers, and by 
yourself, as the best that has ever been taught in the district. 
I shall be glad to give you any assistance I can to se'cure this, 0 
result, and I earnestly ask your co-operation in this important 
work.- W. H. Caulkins,County Superintendent, 'IippecanotC'ounty , 
' Ind. ' 
" 
PREMONITIONS OF AUTUMN. 
Th~re was no other sound except the song of the cricket, 
which is but an audible stillness; for though it be very loud and 
heard afar, yet the mind does not take note of it as a sound, so 
entirely does it mingle and lose its -individuality among the 
characteristics of comi'ng autumn. Alas for the summer! The-
grass is still verdant on the hills and the in valley, the folIage of 
the tree is as dense as ever, and as green; the flowers are ab,un-, 
dant along the margin of the river, and on the hedge ' ·rows. and ~ 
deep among the woods; the days, too, are as fervid as they were. 
a month ago, and yet in every breath of wind and in every beam 
of sunshine there is autumnal influence. I know not how to de-
scribe it. Methjrtks there is a sort of coolness,amid all the heat, 
and a mildness in the brightest of the sunshine. A breeze can-
not stir without thrilling me with the' breath of autumn, and]) 
behold the pensive glory in the' far golden gleams among the 
shadows of the trees. The flowers, even' the brightest of them-
the golden rods and the gorgeous cardinals-have their' gentle 
sadness amid their pomp. Pensive autumn is expressed in the 
glow of everyone of them. I have felt this influence earlier in , 
some years than in others. Sometimes ,autumn may b~ perceived 
in the ear-Iy days of July. There is no other feeling than that. 
caused' 1;5y thi~ faint, doubtful, yet real' perception) or rather, 
prophecy, of this year(s decay, so ' deliciously sweet and sa~ at 
the same time.-Natkanid H.awthorne. ' " ' 
. .-
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CURIOUS HABITS OF PLANTS. 
THIS interesting subject of botany, which we cannot even be-gin to study in our brief talks, is more iUlportant to us than 
app_ears at first sight. Every carpenter, ship-builder, or woo~­
worker of any sort is interested to know about the stems of trees; 
the phy&ician, the apothecary, the farmer, the miller, ~ll are 
concerned in the study of botany. ' And now that wood IS used 
for carpets and wall-paper, for writinf; and wrapping p'aper, you 
see how much the growth and properties of plants must be studied_ 
f Besides all these, who knows what new discovery some of the 
bright boys and girls in this class may make in the next h~en~y 
years! Remember that to . the vegetable kingdo~ we .owe m~la 
rubber, and think to what mnumerable uses that IS put_ So, you 
see, our study is a very practical one_ . 
Do you know tha't plants sleep? The ~xa:lis, that very pret.ty 
plant fOJ the-house or the garden,-. folds It~ le~ves and lets ItS 
blossoms hang down for repose at mght. It IS saId that one whose 
eyes are accustomed to note the changes ~f nature can. see the 
difference in some forests bet Neen the sleepmg trees at mght and 
the wide-awake ones of the day_ Especially is this change no-
ticed in the torrid regions. 
- One very learned naturalist thought he would find out what 
put the plants to sleep; some ~aid it ":\lS the change of te~pera­
ture from warm to cold, but hIS expenments showed that It was' 
'the absence of light_ By subjecting sensitive plants to a bril-
liant light at night he kept them awake, and putting them into 
·profound -darkness during the day he put them to sleep. 
To the careful observer a clover· field presents a very different 
. appearance when the sunset comes; the two side le.,flets of each 
1 af draw closer together, while the middle one spreads itself 
• e 
proteCtingly over them. " . 
Marvelous stories are told of the dehcate sensitIveness of the 
'mimosa pudica. The slightest touch on one of its tiniest leaflets, 
and gFadually, all shut, the branches droop, and the whole plant 
shows signs of g~eat dist.urbance. Von Martius observed, while 
sl'ng the savalJnah's of tropical America, that "the sound of eros .. 
the horse's hoofs at a distance made all the sensltIve plants con· 
. ' tra~t as if they had been frightened." It is very curious, too, 
diat opium sprinkled over a sensitive plant quiets it in some way, 
o that it ceases to show signs of sensitiveness. Desfontaines 
:ook one of these strange plants in his carriage, and as soon as 
the wheels began to move the poor plant folded itself up. After 
little time it seemed to become accustomed to the motion, and 
:ery gradually opened out its leaves and k:pt them so as ~ong as 
the carriage continued to mov,e. When It stopped, the leaves, 
having become accustomed to the shnking, appeared alarmed at 
the stopping and closed again. This phenomenon was repeated 
during the journey.. . 
. There are some flowers which open only at night. I have seen 
bush of evening primrose covered all in a moment with its yel-
I ~ow blossoms just as day was closing, and. there' is a charming 
jessamine which opens its small flower at mght and fills' the nouse 
with its fragrance. There is the common marvel of Peru, or four 
o'clock, which pretends to open at that. hour in the after~oon 
. . d remain open all night; and there is the uncommon mght-
. an . h 
plooming cereus, which one must sit up far into the mg t .to see, 
for it '_;pens only after the time when everybody should be lD bed, 
, ; nd before morning' it is quite limp an'd faded. Two or three 
a eks ago a friend brought to me a beautifui white bud of a large 
ft d h ' ca~tus. It was just at twilight, and the flower, remove . from ~ e 
plant' ~d s£im~lated ?y the warmth ~f the hand, was spreadmg 
s~! splendid petals and showing a beautiful bunch of stamens like 
a rich tassel in the center. Before the evening was over it had 
spread wide open and was a worthy object of admiration. We 
could scarcely believe that the miserable decaying thing we found 
in the glass the next 'morning had been the beautiful blossom so 
short a time before. 
There are very curious things about the stems and leaves of 
plants, some of which I hope to tell you. In the meantime look 
at the flowers and plants around you, :'·nd see if you can find out 
something new about them.-Cllristian Union. 
WORK FOR THE WEEKL Y. 
Any subscriber whose name is on our list, by sending in the 
names of two or more new subscribers, or renewals, with the 
money, may obtain any book or books for himself or his school, 
in proportion to the amount of money sent. 
We do not give premiums in money. 
We do not give premiums to new subscribers. 
We do not give premiums for an ord,er co,ntaining less than 
$4.00. 
It is not necessary that the subscribers should all hav~ the same, 
post-office address. 
It is not necessary that the whole list should be sent in at once. 
It is not necessary to order your premium till you have obtain-
ed the last subscriber possible. _ . , 
The books may be selected from any catalog. They wjH be 
sent by mail or express. 
All charges for transportation must oe paid by the one j)rder. 
ing . 
If the books' cost more than the premium pffereq., 'send the ' 
balance in cash . 
Always mention in your letter that you are workil}g for a , 
premi·.:m, and we will give you pr.oper credIt. 
If you' prefer other periodicals, maps, charts, apparatus, or a.nj 
article of school merchand ise instead of books, they will be -
sent on the same terms as the books. 
For,subscriptions amounting to $4.00 we will send pooks worth 
$1.33· 
For subscriptions amounting to $6 .00 we will send books worth 
-$2.00. 
For subscriptions amounting to $10 00 we will send booles' 
worth $3,33, 
For subscriptions amounting t9 $15.00 we will selid book.s worth 
$5. 00. 
For subsc~iptions amounting to any sum, we wiu,"send poo.ks 
worth one-tllird the amount of money sent. . 
The following select fist is specially recommended to teachers, 
' though any other books may be ordered. ' 
Wedgwood's Topical Analysis,-C Dimon School Branches, 
Grube'S Mdhod of Teaching Primary Arithmetic, , 
The Common School Question Book,-for teachers' use, 
Lancaster School Mottoes-I 2 cards, 30 mottoes, 
Rtcitation and Report Curd Combined-per 100 
Wickersham's School Economy, 
Wickersh!lm's Methods of Instructio , 
.30 
1...10 
··50.. 
1·50 
, 1.75 
Primary Fridays, . .25 
The School· room Song Budget, .15 
Lippincott's Gazetteer, 10 00 
Monthly Report Cards-per 100, .50 -
S. R . WLNCHELL ~ CO:, Chicago. , . 
. Educational Publishers, Books!!~lers, .!'ond ~rinters. . ~ 
-The ' amount of postage ,tamps, ' postal cards, acd' stamped envelopell 
isSued during tbe past fiscal y,ear reached the aggregate value of '32 087 ~4i 
being an increase of nine per cent ov~ the preceding 'year. '. -' . 
. - : ..!', ,. ... ' .. 
- , 
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THE STATES. 
IOWA.-Iowa's representation among the female medics is good. Dr. Alice 
Bennett is the head of the women's department in the Pennsylvania hospital; 
Dr. Mary Cleaves is superintendent of the women's department of the Har-
risburg asylum; Dr. Jennie McCowan is assistant physician in the Mount 
Plea'sant hospital, of Iowa; and Dr. Eliza Phelps at another asylum in the 
that state. ' ' 
At a meeting of the Board of Education this afternoon, Superintendent 
Young reported that the enrollment of pupils in the schools for the past month 
was 3657-22 less than that of last year. Sickness has thus far, this year, 
very ~uch affected the attendance. There is now, however, prospect of its 
diminishing so as not to prove so great an interference. The second week 
of the term the Appletons sent about 2,000 copies 01 the lower books of their 
" readers for exchange for the old ones in the hands of the pupils, the text of 
which did not correspond with that of the latest issue. Last week the Ger-
man books introduced at the last meeting arrived from New York, and were 
distributed among tbe buildings. The Superintendent says that the visit of 
Miss White of the Boston Art School, who spent a half day in schools No. 
1,2, 4, and '5, giving lessons in drawing in r~oms w~ere it w~ nO.t taug~t, 
was rather disappointing for her method of IlJstruclion was Identical WIth 
that employed by our owri teach~rs, and nothing ne,w was learned: ~he was 
very rapid and skillful in execullon, however, pleaslDg and attractive ID man-
ner and somewhat more familiar with the terms of the art. Her principal 
criticism w~,that our pupils are not far enough a Ivanced in learning in pro-
portion to their age and grade in other branches, but she add~d that she had 
, found no city in the West in which such good work was beIDg done. She 
advises the use of the book and complete adherence to the system; this is 
her special mission, and is in the interest of the publishers.-Davmport Dem-
ocrat. 
ScRool matters at Knoxville are running smoothly witb H. C. Hollings-
worth as principal. ' '. 
The Cedar County Tea-chers' Association will hold its first meeting for the 
y~ar 1880-81' at Springdale, Oct. 22 and 23. Pro~. McBride, of the State 
University, will deliver the opening address. 
The Marshalltown high school literary society has public exercises once a 
month. 
,Mr. Edgar Anderson has charge of the Albion public schools. An exchange 
says that he has fitted up a reading room in one comer of the building, and 
has furnished quite a little library of books, newspapers. and magazines, for 
the benefit and convenience of his scholars . 
Cornell College, at Mt. Vernon, has paid all her indebtedness and has a 
large increase in the number of students attending this term. 
Rev. W. F. King, D.D., is president of the Educational Society of the 
Upper Iowa Methodist Conference. , , . 
The Synod of Iowa proposes to put Ihe Coe Collegiate Institute at Cedar 
I' Rapids on a square and lafe footing. The property must be turned over to 
the Synod without conditions and clear of incumbrance. The Synod agrees 
then to preierve the principal, use its income for the benefit of the College, 
. '1lid raise an endowment of $20,000. 
, Polk' c9unty nas a school population of 13,607. Her apportionment of the 
is $10,205,25. The West Side Des Moines school enumeration is 5,007. The 
total school enrollment is '4,500; 
Iowa College has received an endowment of $,?-o,OOO for the natural his-
tory department, . An eastern gentleman is the donor. 
'A Catholi!) school buiJd,ing at Creston, which has cost over $10,000, is 
nearly cOinpleted. A college building, to cost $150,000, will be, erected next 
spring b:y the same denomination. , 
Hon. Lewis W. Ross, of Council Bluffs, will be resident professor in the 
iIw department of the State Univelsity in place of Judge Howe, who resign-
ed last June. ' 
,Elairstown Academy, under the charge of Mr. JOM McCarty, is'said to be 
dJ>ing fine work. , ' 
Belle Plaine employs ten teachers. Mr. H. A. Brown is principal of these 
scl!ools. ' 
" Two papers-the Rtjorltr and the Vuidtt~are published bY'the students 
, of the University. The former has donned a' new dresS', and tbe latter enters 
_ its second year as a weekly. 
President Pickard made the opening address at the recent dedicatoryex. 
ercises of Wilton Academy. 
_ Mr. Emlin McClain, a graduate of the University, is the author of the new 
book-Annotalta Slatutts-which will be usetl. in the law department of the 
University iliis year: -
. 
.'WISCONSIN.-School news from Milw3ukee is disproportionately scarce. 
Will not some of our friends in that city favor us- with notes nov..- and , then? 
We would like to enpie a 'reglllar corr(!Spondent from the CreaJl!' City, 
/ 
Miss L. M. Hughes is principal of the Milwaukee Normal School, the ' 
position held by Miss Stewart since the organization of the school as a 'distinct 
institution. She is assisted by Miss Nancy Wolverton as tra:ning teacher. -
Mr. C. F. Harding, the candidate for the county superintendency in the 
Second District of Dane county, is a graduate of the State University, College 
of Letters, and has had four or five years experience 'as a high school t~acher. 
He will undoubtedly be. elected, and will be a thorough and efficient man in 
the position. 
ILLINOIS.-Wc:: compile from Galesburg papers the following account of 
the Illinois Inter.Collegiate Oratorical Contest :-Mr. Lee W. Terry, Univer-
sity of Chicago, was introduced, the subject of his oration being "Dlstur~ing 
Elements in the State." Mr. Terry's oration was a fine composition, giving 
evidence of deep thought and thorough scholarship. Unfortunately the ora-
' tor, either from embarrassment or lack of preparation, lost on two occasions _ 
during its delivery the thread of his discourse, and although toward the iast 
he rallied and finished in fine style, all felt that his unfortunate slip of memo-
ry had spoiled hi>; chance for a prize. The next oration was delivered by Mr. _ 
James S. E. Erskine, Monmouth College ; the subject being • 'The People in 
History." This was a composition of such rare merit, and deliv~red with so 
much of finished oratory. that it became at once evident that Mr. Erskine 
would stand among the first in the result, and when the judges awarded tliis _ 
gentleman tbe firSt prize, the hearty applause whicb f~lIowed evinced the ap- \ 
proval of all. - Mr. J. A. Allen, IlIinoi~ Industrial University, was the next 
contestant, the subject of his oration being "The Limitation of Suffrage," 
The oration of this gentleman was a well written argument against the limi-
tation of suffrage, delivered in a quiet yet forcible style of oratory, which we 
ourselves prefer to tbe "stagy style" so prevalent. The alldience testifi,ed 
their appreciation with applause. "A Plea for Mexico" was the subject of 
an oration by Arthur L. Stickle, Wesleyan Univtrsity, and a masterly plea it 
was ; a plea for right and justice addressed to the stron{( by the weak. This 
gentleman has rare ability as an orator, and handles his subject with so much 
quiet confidence and reserve power, that at the close 01 the round of applause 
which greeted him, the opinion was expressed by many that h~ would cariy 
away one of the prizes. The next orat(tr was Mr. W. S. Bryan, Illinois Col- , 
lege, who had chosen for his subject, "Justice." Mr. Bryan is a fine oiator. 
and although he has not a strong voice" has a clear enunciation, and did his 
su,bjt:ct such justice that all felt that justice had been done when he was 
awarded the second prize. The last speaker was Mr. John 1(. Ewart, Kno~ 
College. This oration was one of great power and deep thought; perhaps 
the only fault to be found with it being .its lengtb, it slightly ov'errunning the 
time allowed by the rules of the Association. Mr. Ewart's effort was pne of 
which Knox should be proud, be having greatly improved his manner since 
last we heard him, and at the close of his oration his friends felt confident 
that he ranked among tbe first and tl!stified their appreciation by long contin-
ued applause. The Chairman announced that the judges, President Peck,-
of Hedding College, Abingdon; Judge Black, of Danville; and Rev. ~o~rt 
Allyn, of Carbondale, had awarded the prizes thus: First prize, $75, to James 
S. E. Erskine, Monmouth College. Second prize, $50, to W. S. Bryan, Ill. 
inois College. The announcements were greeted by hearty applause. The " 
convention of delegates from the six leading colleges of the state decided 
upon Bloomington as the place of holding the next contest, and the second 
Friday of October as the time. The following officers 'were elected: Presi-' 
dent, J. G. Wadsworth, Illinois Industrial University: Vice President, E. E. 
Clippinger, Monmouth College; Secretary, E. G. Cattermale, Illinois, Wes-
leyan University. Delegates to the Inter-State Convention at Jacksonville. 
, next May: A. G. ~trahan, Knox College; W. R. Wright, Chicago Univer_ 
sity ; A. G. Hullett, Illinois College. It adopted an amendment to 'the cOn; 
sti~ution, excluding ladies from competition in its future contest8.--~e 
game of bass ball between Knox and IllinOIS colleges was won by the former, 
score 5 to I, and between the Knox and Champaign clubs by the latter, 13 to 
8.--The catalog of the Girard public schools is at hand. It shows tbe f?l-
lowing corps of teachers engaged: High School, N. N. McCullough, prin-
cipal; Second Grammar Department, Miss H&ttie Shepherd; First Grammar _ 
, Department, Miss Laura S. Sturges; Second Intermediate Department; Miss 
Maria F. Hazle; First Intermediate Department, Miss Anna B. Simms'; Sec-
ond' Primary Department, Miss Mary A. Gay. 
Normal Notu.-Forty-three persons entered the examination for stafe 
teachers' certificates this year. Their work was collected from the various 
- places of examination and referred for marking to a committee consisting of 
M. ~. Seymour, Normal; Jno. Hull, Carbondale.; and E. C. Smith, Dixon • . 
This is a wise departure fr,:!m the old plan of letting the local comD!ittee ~ 
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upon the applicants before them. Only ten of. the forty-three were successful' 
- --Miss Barbara Denning, one of the university alumnae, is with us again, 
aft~r having spent six years as a missionary in South Americl/o.--The uni. 
~~rsity is now connected with Bloomington by telephone.-Miss Ida Miller 
has the Willow Tree school near Secor, Woodford Co.--Will McHugh 
teaches near Galena.--Virgil A. Pinkley, a quondam Normalite, is now a 
full.fiedge·d elocutionist with headquarters at Chicago.--D. C. Tyler ex . 
pects to graduate at Rush Medical C~ll~ge this year. - -The Wrightonians 
now count 134 voting members. ThiS IS three more than they ever had be-
fore. The Philadelphians are also prosperous. We will give names of con-
testants next week.--Wqrk on the two laboratories at the university is go-
ing on briskly. Professor Forbes and Harry Garman. are busy sendi~g out 
zoological specimens to the high schools of the state, In accordance with the 
appropriation made for that purpose. Fifty high schools have availed them-
selves of the offc:r. The sets sent out include sixty species of Illinois fishes, 
four or five hundred of insects, and a good representation of crustaceans. A 
few marine animals are furnished.--The latc:st addition to the chemical 
l~boratory is a pneumatic force pUI)lP for gases. It will show a pressure of 
hydrogen as high as 200 pounds. . 
Miscellaneous.-The teachers' institute for the south part of Vermilion 
county met at Georgetown, October 16. This organization inclu?-es the 
t achers in the neighborhood of DallaS, Georgetown, Ridge Farm, ahd Ver-~llioit Grove.--The Peoria city institute, October 9, had the following pro· 
gram: Primary Section, Primary Work in Language, Pein. Geo. E. Knepper; 
Grammar Section, In what way and how far shall the teacher help pupils in 
re aring reading lessons ? Clara Montgomery, M. A. Foster, Mary Mack ; 
p p . H . R " T h' M' 11 General Session, DiSCUSSion, earmg eCltatlons vs eae mg, ma Ba ard, 
Mary Black; Paper, A. W. Beasley.--We have noted some alliterations 
in the names and addresses of teache~ ; here is another, Penelope Hobbs, 
Prairie Home. Cau somebody give us the next? Ofthe fourteen candidates 
for graduation in Monticello high school, twelve are girls. The schools have 
a free reading table on which may be found THE EOUCATOlNAL WEEKLY, 
Scribner's Month!y, Harper's Montk /y, Saint N ickolas, Piatt Co. Herald, 
Bloomington p atttagrnp k, Yonlk's Companion, and others. - .-The press · 
akes very favorable notice of the exhibit made by the Oregon schools at the 
:te Ogle county fair . Among the articles on the list are botanical specimens, 
chemical and philosophical apparatus, zoological and geological specimens, 
examination'papers, etc.--We hear the most favorable reports of the 
success of Mr. R; ~tone Hill at Buda.--Supt. Rossiter of Toulon sends us 
be course 01 study and prospectus of his schoo!. It is a very good little pamphlet 
tb are somewhat at a loss to know which is the prospectus part of it. 
ut we . . 
h. e of the term is new to us.--Mr. Butler, smce takmg charge of the T~us . . 
. . . schools has issued a pamphlet for the guidance of pupils and teachers. Vlrgtnla , 
H divides t4e school year into two terms of four months each, the Christmas 
~idaYS being the dividing place. That seems to be a good division for 
h0
4 
ols that have but eight months and wish to close early in spring.--
~c ~ Hoenshell of Charleston divides his school year'into four terms, if 
up. ad his course correctly. The high school provides Latin, Greek, 
we . re . 
. d German. We hope he may be able to work hiS people up to that course 
and keep them in love with it.--Some of the folks at the Champaign 
:iversity say that the Latin pronunCiation changes with a very inconvenient 
r ncy The Illini prays that they may not change oftener than they reque . 
t new classes. At last accounts the English method was iii. use--D. F. 
sstar s superintendent of }ioultrie schools, is now teaching an elocution ~m , . 
- class at Bethany.--Springfield Scientific Academy met October 13 at Prof. 
V'lortben's office and chose officers for the ensuing !ear. Among ~em we 
notice the names of A. H. Worthen, and F. R , Feitshans.--Dunng the 
month of September Clinton schools enrolled ' 545 and had an attendance 
average of 490· __ _ 
MICHIGAN.-Increase in the number of pupils in 'attendance at Birmin.gIiam 
made it necessary to employ another teacher and transform the chapel mto a 
schoolroom. Miss Nott, 01 Pontiac, was the choice of the board for the new 
't' The school is very popular nnder the new management of Mr. pOSllon. . 
CJizbe and his assistants. 
The students of the Norm?l School talk of publishing a paper devoted to 
educational matters in general. They expect .to receive $40 a year from. the 
d f Education and to secure .100 subscribers "mong themselves, besIdes BoarD , ' .' 
many among the alumni. . . . . '" 
The number of matriculants at the Umversity IS not ouly th~ l~rges( many 
.year at Ii corresponding date, but the largest number ever 1D attendance. 
de'partment except the law has a larger attendance than before, and the ~~ , ' , -
record there will doubtless soon be as large as ever. The number registered 
at the Steward's office up to the noon of Oct. 14 was as follows: literary 
department, 491; law, 337; medIcal, 371 ; pharmacy, 89 ; homreopathic, 79; 
dental, 80; total, 1447. 
The University.-There are seventy young ladies in the freshman class of . 
the literary department. A reception and supper were given to them at the 
residence of J. C. Watts, by the ladies of the literary department. The 
number attending the various departments Will certainly exceed 1,500 
and may reach 1,6oo.--ln the' year 1876, Prof. John W, LangleY,.occupant 
of the chair of general chemistry in the University, devised and 'had con-
structed in Ann Arbor a dynamo· electric machine, for use in experiments be-
fore his classes. The machine when completed was found to be the most 
powerful in the United States, so much so that to run it to its fullest capacity 
wo .:.ld destroy the best engine in a short time. .Becoming more i~terested in 
the subject of electricity and the electric light, Prof. Langley set himself to , 
studying. the same difficult problem that has occupied Edison's attention for 
so long. F rom time to time it was reported in Ann Arbor that the professor • 
was meeting with great success in his experiments. Last spring a foundry 
was built in the University town by Ailes & Price, for the purpose, it was un-
derstood, of manufacturing Prof. Langley'S inventions when they should be 
perfected. Last 4th of July the professor's machine was in such a working ' 
order that the city hall tower was illuminated in the evening by his eleci:ri.c 
arc. Soon after.ln organization was formed, called the "Sun·light Gas- Co~­
pany," <lnd to·day It is announced that the J-angley machine is patented aneL. 
ready for the market. By its use the cost per lamp is but two or three ce~ts 
an hour, and each lamp is two or three candle power each. The system used 
is that of the carbon arc, while Edison' s is the one by ··incandescence." The _. 
Langley mafhine will be made in Ann Arbor, and will doubtless supersede 
all others.-Exchange.--Profs. Payne and Demmon heid a very .succ~ssful 
teachers' institute at Petersburg, Monroe Co., lasJ week.--The junior class 
of the literary department elected the following officers on S~turday: Presi-
dent, Ben. P. Brodie, Detroit; Sec. treasurer, W. L. Loveland, Golden, Cot; 
foot ball captain, E. E . W:hite, Miller's Corners, N. Y.--Dr. Donald, M~c 
lean arrived home from England Oct. 8. Several hundred stud~nts assembled 
at his residence with the city band and serenaded him. In the course of his 
response to the address of- welcome he said that of all the schools of medi-
cine which he had visited during his absence, he had seen none where the 
facilities of instruction were better than at the University. 
Lansing votes $15,400 for her schools this year. 
L. D. Niles is principal of the Nashville Union SChool, Barry county. 
It is said that politics has crept into the deliberations of the Hillsdale school 
board and the teachers must wait for their pay till peace be restored. 
Miss Mamie ·Wright, of Port Huron, is a new teacher at the deaf and dumb 
school at Flint. 
C. J. Thorpe, in the educational column of Tlu L ever , proposes in a series 
of papers to discuss the topic, "Duties of the public schoo!''' He says we 
must decide "that a perfect man is the object and end of school endeavor." 
The.following account of 'the action of the Local Bpard of the Potsdam 
Normal School in reference to the resignation of Dr. MacVicar was taken 
from the Potsdam Courier Freeman: . 
.. A full meeting .of the ~ca~ Board to take into consideration the resigna-
tion of Dr. Mac VIcar as prmclpal of the Potsdam Normal School was held 
yesterday. Tile following members were present: Henry Watkins, ·A. X. 
Parker, Jesse Reynold;, Joh~ Gilbert, E. A. Merrift, Wm. A. Post, and A. 
G: Gaines. Geo~e Z. ErWin, the o~ly member abs~nt, was necessarily de-
tamed at the FaIr grounds. Dr. Games and Mr. Gilbert were appointed a 
committee to wait on Dr. Mac Vicar and ascertain if be could not accede to 
a request to withdraw his resignation. The committee called upon the Doc-
tor who after full consultation decided tLat·he could not • . Upon the commit: 
tee's so reporting to the Board the resignation was accepted to take p1&ce 
Nov. 9. The same c~mmitte~ were appointed to ~raft proper resolutions, 
and reported the followln2', wlnch were adopted unanimously: . . 
'WHEREAS, Tbe principal of the Slate Normal School at Potsdam N . Y. M MacVicar 
LL. D ., has tendered /tis reslgnatio!' to this Local. Board with the e':mest ~d';'t-that it ~ 
accepted; ,,;nd' ~HER!,AS, he r~ph.es ~o tbe ~mphatlc. request of this LQcaI Board that he 
withdra~ hiS r~l~auon, that It 15 IInp.osslble for him to do so in view of aU the circum. 
slances In olved m the case, Iherefore be It , 
. R tsolVld,. I . That in accepting the ~,gnation of I?r. ¥ac Y,car, aa we no';; d~ with re~ 
IU~lance, t~l~ Local ~oard cannot refrain from. e:cpres.smg lis high appreciation of the distin • • , 
gUlshed ablhty, ~dehty, ,:,nd.s\lccess 01 admln~stratlon of Ihe POlsdam Norma! School . 
from the dale of Its orgam""tlon to the present time, now a period of cleven yea.... .. 
2. That he has evinced in an eminenl degree the rare qualities of an educator in the tiest 
se!,se: Hi~ educatio~at vie!", have been matured and defined by yeari of profound and clear . 
thmklDg 10 COllnectlon wllh earnest and successful effort. to give them pract ical eft< t ' 
this Norma! School, and ultimately In the schools of the Btate. ec In 
3· That we regard his relircinent from thc PrincipalShlp of the Potsdam Normal Scho \ ' -
as a serious los., not onlY to Northern New York, but also 10 the entire atate which ~ 
hun among her mOst intelligent, independent, earnest, and effective educ. tors. • r .' 
Ruolvld, That the preambte and these ~ .. otutioDl be entered at lenid> on 'our records. • 
. tha t a cOfY of tbem'be presented 'to Dr. Mac :Vicar, by the Secretary. aIId lhiit Ai ....... ...: 
prescnte to tile local ne""papers for pubUcadqn. • -, • ' 
...... \ ~ ~ 
J 
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OUR COMMON SCHOOLS. The work of organization being completed, and the mechanical having 
been overdone, a new course of thought was inevitable. A reaction was cer, 
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, Jr. tain to come. It began several years ago. Of late it has assumed a more 
HUGE mechanical educational machines, they are peculiar to our own definite shape, and is finding clearer expression. This reaction is founded time and country, and are organized, as nearly as possible, as a com· on very deep principles. Its direction is away from mechanism, and toward' 
bination of the cotton mill and the railroad with the model state.prison. The science. Indeed,the cardinal principle of this "new departure," if it may be so 
school committee is the board of direction, while the superintendent-the designateil, is that there is just as much a science in developing the' more or • . 
chief executive officer-sits in his central office with the time-table, which he dinary faculties of the human mind as there is in Iaising crops or extracting 
calls a program, before him, by which one hour twice a week is allotted minerals from the earth. 'There is an easy, natural, and attractive way of 
to-this study, and half an hour three times a week to that, and twenty hours training the intellect, as there is of training the body, if your philosophy 'could 
a term to a third; and at such a time one class will be at this point and the but find it out. It is not the way to find it out, however, to analyze ,the tbin£ 
other class at that, tbe whole moving with military precision to a given des- to be taught, dividing and defining, and taking to pieces and putting together. 
tination at a specified date. Mechanical methods could not be carried fur- On the contrary, the 'work must begin at the other end. The operation of-
ther. The organization is perfect. Th~ 'machine works almost with the pre· tbe child's mind, tbe natural processes of growth and assimilation wbich go 
cision of clOCK-work. It is, however, company front all tbe time: From- on in it, its inherent methods of development and acquisition, must be long 
one point of view children are regarded as automatons; from anClther, a, and patiently studied. The superintendent of the future is thus a Baconian 
India rubber bags; from a third, as so much raw material. They must re- in his philOliopby. He rejects at once all mechanism, all tradition, all a pri· 
ceive the same mental nutriment in equal quantities and at fixed times. Its ori theories, all military methods. He bas recourse to a slow, patient pro-
assimilation is :wholly immaterial, but the motions must be gone through with. cess of induction. Believing that the human mind is something more than a _ 
Finally, as raw material, they are emptied in at the primaries, and marched cabbage, he argues that if there is a science in manuring and growing cab-
out at the grammar grades-and it is 'well I bages, there is probably a science of mental developmen t.' Accordingly, he 
This was the very general-in fact, the inevitable-result on the large scale watches the 'child in its mother's arms and at play. He sees it learn to speak 
of the system of superintendency in vogue during the last twenty-five years, and to walk, and analyzes the processes through which it does it. Then he 
It was also, perhaps, a natural and necessary phase of development, some- follows the school-boy out to the ball-ground and the skating pond. Wherever 
thing which had to be passed through, though it immediately resulted in sev- he goes, he notices one thing, that at every age, from infancy to manhood, the 
, eral undesirable thlOgs. In the first place, so far as the child was concerned, I , child is continually learning to do with infinite ease and skill thing s most diffi-
the imitative-or me'morizing faculties only 'were cultivated a~a little10r no at· cult to do-things which he himself would in 'vain attempt. If he questions 
tention was paid to"the thinking or reflective powers. Indeed, it may almost that fa~t, he has but carefully to study the principles of equilbrium and mo-
be said that a child of any originality, or with individual characteristics, was mentum; and then, having thoroughly mastered them, and got tLem at his 
-I09ked upon as wholly out of place in a public school. . The idea, under the tongue's end, let him go upon the ice and try to follow some boy through a 
syst~m, 'W" masses of children designated from usage by names, instead -of little fancy skating. He has taught the boy the rules of grammar, and then 
more GO,nveniently by numbers, who learned certain rules by heart, and ap· called upon him to write the EnglIsh langua~e; why is it, that he, having 
plied them with mechanical promptitude and correctness. Any deviation taught himself each principle of speed and balance involved. can not now 
from this semi-military method was sfernly repressed as a breach of correct slide oft on the outer ede;e? To skate is as difficult a'i to write; it is probably 
discipline. Starting from this point, the' course of so-called educational de- more difficult. Yet in spite of hard teaching in the one case, and no teaching 
, , velopment up to a recent period has been natural, logical, and ···common- in the other, the bo¥ can skate beautifully, and he can nQt write his native 
' pl;ce. There must have been just three steps to it-memorizing, examina- tongue at all. So the superintendent of the future learns a lesson on the 
._ 'ti~ns, p'rograms-the last two, the latest educational hobbies built upon the skating pond, and goes home from it with a new conception of the little worth 
traditional foundation of the first. The way in )Vhich these led from one on of formulas, and more faith in practice . . Thus it is in everything. The pr~. 
to the next is obvious enough. In the first place, time 'out of mind, all knowl· cesses he applies to the child he ·finds that he can not get any results from 
edge was, educationally speaking, looked upon as a vast accumulation of when he applies them to himself. Take base·ball, for instance. He teaches 
facts, rules, and definitions, and the grand aim and object of teaching was to the child to write by putting it in a certain position, with a pen in its hand,and 
, impart as m,any as possible of these to the youthful mind. The way to impart causing it to imitate with up-and·down strokes a printed legend at the head 
j. _ was to cause them to be laboriously committed to memory. Thus the teacher. of the page of a cop> -book. This is d<;lne three half.hours 'a week." Then 
sat in his cnair, a sort of lone fisherman on the shore of the great ocean of he himself studies the rules of base ball, and takes a bat in his hand, and imi-
things known, and he hooked up out of it now a rule, and now a fact, ami. tates blows, and runs imaginary bounds, and keeps it up painfully, and con-
then agi.in a definition, and he gave them to the children, and saw that they scientiously-as a good boy writes-three half-hour.; a week) for the entire 
swallowed them, whether they liked them or not, and whether they were term. An~ at the end of the term he can. no more play base-ball than the, 
• nourished by them or not. But in process of time it became apparent to 'the boy can write. . Then he turn~ to the examination papers of the Norfolk 
. ' . , County schods 111 Mr. Walton s report and 1.0 longer asks himself Why is 
more .obs~rvmg that the k~owledge thus Imparted. was not retamed, and the this so? It is all clear to him now. He has been expecting of lilll; chtldren 
exammation was then reVIsed as a means of assurmg the purveyor of knowl, what he could not do himself. So he goes back to the beginning and, he-
edge that the facts, Iules, and definitions imparted were held, so to spe"k, on fore he under.takes to teach, sits humbly down, a grown man, at . Nature's 
thi: intellectual stomach for at least a reasonable period. The examination, knee, and patIently cons the alphabet of her methods. 
however as it was organized and gradually ramified into a fully developed The scientific superintendency is, however, as yet in its first infallcy. It is 
. ' . d Ii " . ld f wholly unorgaDlzed. How completely it is in its infancy, how wholly ilack st 
whole, almost necessanly calle t e program mto eXIstence. The wo~ . 0 orga~izati.on, becomes very apparent when the single indisp'utable fact is stated 
knowledge was too large; there were too many facts ~nd rules and .defiDltlons t~at 10 thIS co~ntry th,e d~ve~opment of t~e avenge .hu~an mind is not recog. 
for the teacher, as well as for the taught; and so, for the protecllon of the Dlzed by our ~Ighes~ lDstllUl10ns of learnlDg as a sCIentIfic sludy at all. They 
, former it became necessary to stake out from the wide dom'ain by certain pay no attentIOn to It-make no provision for it. They have medical school. 
. , ..... ' . devoted to the study of man's body; they have dental schools devotc:d to the mete~ ~nd bounds: the dls~rlcts wlthm whIch ~e was to ~earch for the hIdden study of his teet.h;, but anyone who is not a fool, the learned doctors tell us, 
,treasur~. AnythlDg obtamed or to be obtamed outSIde was not to count. ~an tram the chIld s mmd I All there is to know on that subj ~ct can be told 
'.Ii'he pcogram WlS thus a relief to the teacher, clearly m8king as it did the I? half an hour, a~d le~rned by practice at an older teacher'S side in a few 
limits Within wIDcn the cramming process was to be carried on. It made his ",:~eks. Is not thIS CUriOus? That it is a fact is indisputable. There is a 
" . . - , . . \ sCIence of law, and schools and professors to teach it. There is a science of wo~k possIble. The development of the system was then complete. agri~ultu~e, and colleges devoted to its study. There is a sbience of mining, 
Under theSe circumstances, education being reduced to little more than a 'e,nd I?Stltllt~s .oftecnn.ol.o~y in which it is taught. It IS even claimed that 
mechanicai pr,?ctss of cramming. with periodical nerve trials to a~certain the there IS a sCIence of dlVlDlly. But when it comes to the 'educational develop-mento~ those who are to constitute the future ~tate, though we spend millions 
degree ot retention, the average child not unnaturally felt toward his school on mlll~ons ,upon it, the universities turn their heads away, and class them as 
and what was there,required of him very much as a learned dog or monkey somethmg ~ess than the grass of the field • . They .grade the cl:.ild's mind as 
may be supposed to feel toward his task-master. Accordingly, the sickening lower than Its teeth. They assume that any callow youth, fresh from his grad-
dishke of school, and of things taught at school, is with the majority of those ua~e course, and with tbe ink hardly dlY on his degree, is quite competent 'to ' 
em&:ncipated ,from it almost Ike strongest association connected with early traID the fir5t. though not to take care of the last. We thus turn over our chil-
dren t<;? those whom we would nc:ver dream Of intrusting with our potato patch .• 
life. , -Harpers Magazine Jor November. '. • 
." 
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THE RESUL'TS, OF NIlVE YEARS' INSTRUCTION. annual elections; then two parties are organized. The following are the 
principles of the two parties as shown both by their actions and statements. 
SUP'T W. W. SPEER, Iowa. r These are not the principles of the entire community. There are men in this 
IN-many of the schools I visited last winter, I gave simple tests to ascertain district who deprecate the manner in whic9 ~he school interests are managed" . what was being done in the way of teaching writing, spelling, language, but they are powerless. They recognize the grea~ waste of time and money' 
the use of capitals, punctuation in its simplest form, and in training to neat- and are fully alive to the fact that their children are being defrauded. 
n~s, ~ccuracy, and rapidity in handling the fundamental rules of arithmetic. The only issue at the elections is the teacher. The party favorable to re 
These .are things that the common schools ought to teach, and an expression taining him adopt the following principles : 
of surprise is natural when in some schools it is found that not qne of th~se I. We again pledge ourselves to the; policy of a poor and cheap school. 
things is taught, What is taught I am unable to say. 2: And, since it has pleased the Great Ordainer to give us such a schoo 
, In one school I pronounced the words pmd/, Helm, dollzu-pr~ss, and rasp- under the present. management, we pledge ourselves anew to support the pres 
bffries, words found in the first lesson of Swinton's speller, and asked the ad. ent economical (?) administration. 
vanced class of the school to place them in short and simple sentences. The PRINCIPLES OF THE OPPOSITION. 
following is a portion of the work done by nineteen pupils, whose average is I. We also favor a cheap school. 
over fifteen. ' 2. We demand the subordination of the teachers to the whims and caprices 
AGE 17. I. I ,bought me three new Pmcils. 2. Helen went to Sclzool 3. of our cbildren . 
. The clothes were put upon the dotlzspress . 3· The right of our children to do as they p~ease, shall not be question~d 
AGE 19. I. you cant 'rit~ on a slate witb Out a Pmciles 4· We ex~crate the course of the present principal in his efforts to contro 
AGE 16. I. Pencils ii to write with. 2. dotlz~spr~ss is a Place to 'hang the schoo~l, as we are opposed to a centralization of power. 
clothes in. S· We believe that anybody can teach school. 
AGE 13. I. We write our lessons withpmccls. 2. He/1m goes to school. 6. We believe that the success of the school depends ,on the; frequency of' 
3. We hang our dotlzs on the dot!tspr~ss. the change of teachers. ' 
AGE 14. I. pencils is Wlzat you Write Witlz 2. Iztlnn, is a GirJ. 3. 7· We do not favor !lny new· fangled notions. We think a knowledge of' 
Close pin the 3 R's enough for a boy, and too much for a girl. - . 
AGE 16. I. Pencil ar~ made to write. 2. Helen is a girls name 3. 8. The opinion that a want of attenciance' and punctuality retards the prog-
Clotlzes-press is to press clothes ress of the pupil and injures the school is a mere assumption . 
. AGE 16. J. Tlzeli are to kinds of pencils slate and Lead Pmcils 2. Helen. 9· We mutually pledg~ ourselves never to visit the school. 
is a girls name 3. Clotlzes-Pr~ss It is used to keep clothes in. 10. We shall ' accept with implicit faith and reliance any statements made 
AGE 15. I. TIz~ir are to kinds of pencils Slat~ pencils and led pencils. 2. by our children. 
Helen Is a Girls .name ' II. We shall denounce, as dang~rous to the liberty of our cbildren, any 
AGE 14. I. Pencils-are slate pencils or any 'other kind of pencils. 2. parent who shall visit the school, either to enco~rage the teacher, or to ascer· 
Helen-is a girls name 3. dose pres-is somplling- to put close. tain as to the truth of statements made by the children. . 
AGE I.~. I. Helen is a girrels Nam~ Clotlzes Pres. js a place to Put 12. We believe that teachers can do just as goo~ work without as' with 
Clotlz~s 3. Raspberries a Cine of froot apparatus. 
AGE 16. I. Hellett is a girls name. 2. Rasp b~rries is a kind of fruit 13· We congratulate ourselves on the success with which we have alway: 
AGE 16 YEARS, II MONTHS. I. Helen is a girls name. 2. Clothes.press is been able to maintain tbese principles. 
to press clothes with. . Men, actuated by principles like these, rob tbe' children and waste the p'!.b-
AGE 14. I. A Pmcel is to rig-hi with 2. Helen is a girles name 3. hc money. It is not necessary that tbey proclaim their views from a house· 
ClotMspress is to Press dotlzs. top; their actions speak.-Marslzalilown Times-Republican. 
AGE II. I. Pencils are too write with. ~. Helen. A Girls name. 3 • • 
Clothes· press. A tbing to press clothes. 
AGE 17. I. Pencils are used to rit~ with 
thoaghts 2. Helen is ana"u apply~d to girls 
used to wash clothes with. 
on paper for to express our-
3. Clotlzet press is 11 machine 
AGE 18. I. Thoes are nice raspbuarys are nice "J 
AGE 13. I. Those ~asPber,.ies were Good. 2. 'H~lIm was a good girl 
AGE IS. Mary hat got TIz1'u Pmcils 2. Helen Is A good Girl 3. I 
have got A Close Press 
AGE 15. I. Pencils is used to wng-Izt with. 2. Helen is a 'Girls name 
Nine yea;rs is the average time that these nineteen pupils have been in 
school, and there is not one of tbem that can write a letter without marring 
it with mistakes that would disgrace a boy nine years old tbat had been prop-
erly trained. What bave tbese . nineteen pupils been doing that they can 
neither write, nor spell, nor construct simple sentences? What have the 
teacliers been doing? What has produced this astonishing condition? I 
think I can state some reasons why this school has been so successful in do-
ing nothing; but 'before doing this, in justice to tbe other schools, I will say 
that this is probably the poorest school in Marshall county. There are plenty 
of just such scools in the state, produced by tbe same unhappy combination of 
circumstances. The reasons are: 
First, It is a town school having between one hundred and kixty and two 
hundred pupils of school-going age, therefore needs a man or woman of more 
dian .ordinary ability at its head. 
Second, T.here have been ' sixtem changes of Principals in nine years. 
(State Center has made but two' changes in the same time.) . 
Third, For nine years it has been the policy 'of the different boards control!· 
ing this school to employ the cheapest material ill tbe market. For nine years 
the different boards have been waiting and watching fQr a man who would 
doJirst-class ~ork for' less money than a second rate barber gets, and-th~~ 
nave jtfSt found him. 
FO)lrth, The. only time the patrons mani(est any ~cular interest, is at the 
7HE COLLEGES. 
The Rev. Dr. Cook has been elected President of Claflin Yniv~rsity f~r a . 
term of five years. ' 
The Rev. J. D. Ewing, formerly of Kittanning, Pa., has been inaugurated 
President of Fai1j£eld Colteg-~, Iowa. 
The Rev. ~)'r. Childs~ ot Ha; tlord, C~nn., goes .to Woost~r Univ~rsity, .O., 
to fill the chair of mental and moral science. 
Dr, B. B. Jilison, Principal of the Central High School of Pittsburg has 
been elected to a prominent position in the Wesle,n rJniv~rsity • . ' , ' . 
Josiah Jackson, of Kennet Square, Chester county, Pa., bas been elected to 
the chair of matliematics in the Pmnsylvania St~te Colleg-e. 
Professor R. F. Kedzie bas left the Michigan Ag-ricultural ColI~g-~ for 
Starkville, Miss., where he will soon enter upon his duties as Plofessor of 
Chemistry in the Mississippi Ag-ricultural Colleg-e. . 
Dartmoutlz Colleg-e ~as a Fresbman class of seventy.two, and twenty.fiv.P 
have enterea the agncultural and engineering department., Col H B. 
Closson, late 'oC Fort Barrancas, Fla., is the new Greek tutoi'. . : 
Williams Coll1g-e has received ninety new: students; a larger portio~ ~h&D\ 
usual from the West, brought there by the Chicago examinations and Garfield's 
name as an alumnus. Of. these se:venty.five are freshmen. Hon J Z ~oodrich, of Stockb~idge, furnishes t~e funds fo~ a new gymnasium.' Pres: 
Ident Chadbourne Will hold on till hiS succ~ssor IS qualified. 'It is probable 
that Rev. J. T. Duryea, D. D., of Boston, will accept the p<iIIitioll 
. Tl;Iere ris ~ increased. numb~~ ?f students ~t Beloit Co/l~g-~, a'nd lL ' eat 
Improvement 1D the workmg faClhtles. The alumni have become an inc~~ _ 
ate bo~y and are well started toward the $i5,ooO which is to endow thre 
.Alumm professorship. . ' 
The Treasurer of Oberlin Colleg-e has r~ceived a check ~or' $ 0 ~ 
fro.m the Trustees of tbe Stone estate, which will be placed in the en do 5 , t 
It 15 a.part of the $150,000 for which pledges were received last seas::en d 
. of wblch ~ea.rly one half will be p'ai!i jn and be made available for cdna: 
revenup. wllhm the year. The Ladies' Hail at Oberlin lias· been too smail ~( 
la!e to aLcommodate all who have sougut rooms there and b' k 
Wll1g 3ZXSo. feet a~d two stories hig~, is being added to' it. ~::tof "tho 
first story Will be aevoted.to gymnaslUm' purposes in plaee of the b 'ldin . 
burned la\It year. ' w, I .. , 
: 
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THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1880. 
. -In 1870 Nebraska had a population of 123,809; in 1880,452,783 a gain ' 
of 328,874 in ten years. 
-The increase in business continues throughout the country, the result o.f 
the October elections producing a good effect upon business inter~sts. 
-The Chicago Inter Ocean has decided to open a "western bureau" in 
Omaha. Mr. J. W. Robbins will be placed in charge of it. 
'-Dr. Curry, the well-known Methodist editor, will become associate edi-
tor of the Methodist as 'soon as his duties to the National Repository cease. 
-Supt. A. P. Marble, of Worcester, Mass., was unanimously reiBected at 
the last meeting of the board, and his salary and allQwance for travel fixed 
at $~,675 per annum. 
~The Republicans gained two Congressmen and a United States Senator 
in the Indiana election; the majority being 7,000. In Ohio the majority was 
,20,000, and a gain of six Congre~smen. The election of Garfield seems as-
- sured. 
-The Oregon State Legislature has passed resolutions in favor of submit-
ting an amendment favoring woman suffrage to the people. The vote 
in the Senate for the amendment was 2 I to 9, and in the House 32 to 27. 
-The famous Thomas orchestra, which was disbanded after nearly twenty. 
6ve years of existence, "hen its leader went to Cincinnati, is to be formed 
' anew and placed under his direction. 
, -~no,ther wing is in course of ~rection to the Astor Library, New York, 
iii accordance with the will of William B. ' Astor. When completed it will 
have a frontage of about 150 feet and a capacity for 400,000 volumes'. ' 
-The Eastern question remains involved with difficulties and obscurities. 
The status at present seems to be that a triple .alliance has been formed be-
tween Austria, Germany, and France, by which they agree not t.> persist in 
the coercion of Turkey. A suspicion of Gladstone has arisen, and he will 
be left alone to push his cOercive measures. 
-Dr. Albion W. Tourgee's new novel of Southern reconstruction ~Bricks 
without Straw) will please as many as the famous "Fool's Errand" did, if 
we may judge by el'tracts in a New York Tribune review of it. The Doctor's , 
conclusion is that the only permanent rem~dy for Southern anarchy and bar· 
barism is to be found in popular education. 
-"A 'Kindergarten Union has been formed in Washington, D. t., auxiliary 
to the American Frrebel Union. Mrs. Louise Pollock is president. The ob· 
ject of the association is to "unite fraternally all who professionally adhere 
to the kindergarten system according to Frcebel, or are earnest advocates a!ld 
friends thereof, deserving to promote its growth and extend the area of its 
blessings." , , 
I -The Woman's Bank of Bosto~ collapsed last ~hursd~y. It had \:>een 
running for three years-a sdf·evident swindle, ' We particularly commend 
tlie article in this .iss,ue of the WEEKLY on "Financial Education'; to all school 
teachers. The losses by the failure 'of this fraudulent , concern aggregate 
nearly a million dollars, all of which belonged to women, most of whom 
" were of the laboring class. 
-Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes writes in this wISe to a me~ber of the English 
Spelling Reform Association: "It is certainly barbarous to use so many forms 
of spelling as we do ; but you must allow a fair share of old square-toe prej-
ndice to old- square.toed penple. I hate to see mY ,name spelled Honus, yet 
I never pronounce the I . I know, from olrl Camd,m, that its d,erivation is ' 
crom the word hol,n, and I want the extra letter. But there ,are many things 
that I should like to have a glimpse of a hundred years from now. among the 
rest our English spelling. I have little doubt that many of the changes you 
contemplate will have taken place." , 
< -Olle of the fiercest and most destructive storms which ever swept over 
the Lakes brought disaster and death to many vessels-their crews and pas-
sengers, last Saturday and Sunday. The steamer Alpena, of the Goodrich 
line, running from Grand Ha~en to Chicago. left Grand JIaveu Frid,ay night, 
and has not been heard ·fr.lm. She was seen Silturday forenoon about 
_ twenty'..6ve miles from Racine, and it is feared that the vessel and all on" 
boar~ have' been lost. Score. of 0 her vessels were sunk and many liTes lost. 
_ 'Fhe storm was general throughout the Northwest, and considerable snow ac-
companied it in some parts. -
-Tile mc:thod lately a~opted in England to secure full instruction of all 
the children of the poorer class in reading and writing, is \he imposition of a 
,fiQe upon anyone who employs a child or prevents its regular attendance at 
- -school if under 13, (or ~ver q if it has not passed' lhe inspect?rs' elfainina-
tion in the Third Standard.) This grade \Dcludes the ability to read readily. 
,to write a letter in a fair hand, and proper form, and to use the common rules 
of arithmetic. It is pathetic to read of children there, in their anxiety to ex-
change the misery of their homes for the hard work but good treatment of 
"service," 'petitionmg of them5elvc;s to be allowed to attend school in an ad~ 
joining district after their own school has closed in hope of sooner passing 
their examination, and so becoming quali6ed for taking a "place." 
~English universities are'leading the American in granting equal privi. 
leges to women as to men. Cllmbridge and Oxford both allow nearly equal 
rights to the sexes. They pas> examinations as men, but as yet do not re-
ceive tbe degree. Th-e ~niversity of Lon,lon has taken a step in advance, 
and grants the degree in full. Straggle against it as' they may, the great in-
stitutions of this country which have already opened their doors to the edu-
cation of women, will have to take a step in advance, and grant a degree 
where it has been earned by faithful study. It is neither just nor honest to 
withhold it. This is a revolution which, we rejoice in believing, will not go 
backward.-Inter Ocean . 
TJiE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
A MANUAL OF CLASSICAL LITERATURE, Comprising Biographical and 
Critical Notices of the Principal Greek and Roman Authors, with Illustrative 
Extracts form their ~orks; Also a Brief Survey of the Rise and Progress 
of the variolls Forms-of Literature, with Descriptions of the Minor Authors •• 
By Charles Morris. Chicago : S. C. Griggs & Co. 1880. pp. 418, Price 
$1.75· ' . 
EXHIBiTION DAYS, Containing Dialogues, Recitations, Charades, Tableaux" 
Original Blackboard Exercises, Pantomimes, and Plays. For Gra~mar 
and High Schools, and Parish and parlor Entertainments. By Mrs. Mary 
B. C. Slade. Boston: Henry A. Young & Co., 23 'Brorofield Street. 
THE ELEMENTS OF ARITHMETIC, Comprising Oral and ' Written Work, 
adapted to the best mode of instruction for beginner~. By James F. Eaton 
and William F. Bradbury, Boston: Thompson. Brown & Co. Thos. H. 
Bush agent, 70 Metopolitan Block, Chicago. Copies sent for examination 
on reciept of 18 cents. ' 
AMERICA REvlsnED, By George Augustus Sala. "Standard Series" No 45. 
New York: I. K. Funk & Co. Price 20 cents. 
LETTERS FROM A CITIZEN OF THE WORLD to his Friends in the East ; or 
EUlope thr~)Ugh the eyes of a Chine.e Philosopher. By Oliver G.>ldsmith -
Prlllted wIthout abridgment. "Standard Series" No'. 44. New York. 
I. K . Funk & Co. Price 20 cents. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
fVh y Ireland is Poo:'". Ripe Fruit from the Tree of Brstish Free Trade. By 
• John F. Scanlan, Secretary of the Industrial League of America, Chicago. 
For sale at all news depots. 
Good,Gover.nment. A~peal of .P~ter Cooper, now in the 9Ist' year of his age, 
to all legIslators, edItors, rehglOus teachers, and lovers of our country. By 
Peter Cooper. New York: J. J. Little & Co., Printers 10 to 20 Astor. 
Place. 1880. ' 
School and Social Drama. No.2, Friday Afternoon S~ries . Price 25 cents. 
Chicago: T. S. Denison, 
Annual R eport ana. Catalog of the Girard Public Schools; adopted by the 
Board of EducatIOn, August 20, 1880. N. N. McCu110ugh, Principal. 
Geological H istory. Chapters ,from the Physical History of the Earth, 
By Arthur Nicols, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. New York: H arper and Brothers: 
Franklin Square. 1880. pp, 281. ' 
In this handsomely illustrated : volume Mr. Nicols has 
endeavored to present to the average reader a clear and concise 
history of the changes in'the cr1:Ist of the earth, as understood by the 
modern ,geologist. The work treats not oniy of geology, and 
paleontology proper, but of biology, osteology, and anthropology 
as far as may be necessary to accomplish his obje<;;t. The book 
IS comparatively fI:e\! from technicalities, and is written in such 
a clear and interesting manner that it will command the attention. 
It may be .used as a text-book , but it is also admirably adapted 
to a!?!'ist the private st';1dy of those seeking an acquaintance with 
this fascinating science. 
In common with most of the ' later geologists MJ: Nicols 
take$ advan<;ed ground on the subject of the antiquity of man, 
believing that "the most critical anatomy is unabte to draw a 
strict line between ' the absolute orute and the .absolute Ilian:" 
denying that man is ,t.he only animal pos~sse,d of ~he p~wer of .... ' 
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sp~ech. While some of his positions are by no means unassaIlable; LITERA R Y NO TES. 
he presents his views in such 'a philosophical spirit' as to lead his -Om Liltle Indiatt, by Ray Maitland, will appear as No. 22 of the 
readers ' to reconsider their own views. The book will well I. Satchel Series." Price, 25 cents. This facinating story appeared o~ginally 
repay perusal and reperusal. in the Christian at Work . 
.An El'1ltmtary Guide -to Dderminative Mi,!cralog,!, f?r the use of the -The Literary News. F. Leypoldt, publisher, 13 and 15 Park Row, New 
practic II mineralogist and prospect or, and formstructlon mschools and acad- york, continues to bring us the latest and best criticisms on new books, prom-
em I,," based upon the method of " Teisbach's "Tabellen zur Blstimmung inent authors, and leading magazines. In addition to the "Prize Questions" 
der Mineralim," applied chiefly to American species. By C. Gilbert Wheeler 
Professor in the University of Chicago. _Chicago: S. J. Wheeler, l'ublisher' published in every ' number, (which IJ-lone render the periodical a prize ill 
.1880. . • itself), a very valuable feature of late issues has been the two pages devoted 
This little manual of 75 pages, by the well-known Prof. to "Cues to Timely Topics." In these we have a select grquping, by Utles, 
of magnzine articles relating to the various topics of Art, Education, Science, Wheeler, is a valuab!e pocket or table-book for the amateur Sport, etc., besides other topics of timely interest. Each number contains a 
mineralogist or th(~ prospector in mineral lands. Two hundred rare literary melange-a delight to all lovers of books, the "Prize Questions," 
and 'thirty-three minerals are tabled ac cording to their Hardness, "Cues to Timely Topics," "Brief Comments," "The Freshest News," "Recent 
Color, Streak, Tenacity, Crystalline System, Fracture and Cleav- Prominent Publkations ;" Literary Miscellany," and Advertisements. Su~­!lge, Specific Gravity, etc. The action of many of t hem when scription price, 50 cents a year. Clubbed with the WEEKLY for '2·35· 
subjected to acids or heat is also given, with blow-pipe tests and -Golden Days, for Boys and Girls, is comparatively a new paper, ~ut it is 
fast making its mark. It is certainly true to its aim as we u~~erstand it, a 
ass'ayof gold and silver ores. To the teacher who desires to kind of happy medium between the trashy papers too many of our young folks 
have his pupils study minerals rather than have them study about read, and the more instructive papers too many will not read. Every number 
minerals, the book will be of value. contains one or two good continued stories, and quite an assortment of short 
_ The nomenclature is Dana's. .stories and sketches. The amusing and instructive are blended in a pleasant 
The New Text·book of Physics. An Elementary Course in Natural Philosophy way, very attractive even to "children of an older grc>wth." 
designed for use in High Schools and Academies. By Le Roy C. Cooley, -Minerva for August is at hand, and is the best number yet issued. lIs 
Ph. D., Professor of Physics and Chemistry in Vassar College. New York: contents arc: "Vandyke in Italy-At Rome" (concluded), by Alfred Mich-
Charles Scribner's Sons, 743 and 745 Broadway. 1880. ielis; "~and Reform in England," by Karl Blind; "The Malaria of Rome," 
I This volume seems to be not so much a revision of Prof. by Dr. G. Feuero-Gola (Provincial Sanitary Councellor for Rome); "Mad-
Cooley's former book as an entirely new work. , amoiselle Bismarck," bv Henri Rochefort; "Minor Centres in Italy-Pesaro," 
There are two principal things to be consider'ed in a text-book by Mezza Balla; "The Lost Rive!r of Naples," by Augustus Craven ; Bibliog-
for young people: the matter, and the manner of presenting it. raphy. Th~ sole representatiVe! of this journal in America is Mr. S. C. 
A work defective in the amount or character of the matter Grigg" Jr., of Chicago, 25 Washington street. 
- The R ,1I .ns Pub. Co .. of this cilty announce a lecture by Prof. Frank l. 
presented may possibly be superior as a class book to .a fuller and Jervis entitled Robert G. Inger.oll, The Champion Plagiarist of the, XlXth 
better work if the mode of presenting the several. topic,S be such Century. The lecture will occupy over 100 pages and will be print.ed ill 
as tQ interest the ·tyro, and. lead him -to desire a more extended large clear type, and bound in cloth and paper; price $r.oo and 50 cents 
acquaintance with the subject. When matter and manner are respectively. 
both unexceptionable the text-book is invaluable. In the selec- -Young's Analytical Concordance, now offered to American scholars by 
Messrs. I. K. Funk & Co., of New York, contains 118,000 more references 
tl'-on of topics Prof. Cooley has been eminently judicious. He than Cruden's, ana 30,000 various readin2S. It tells at a glance what is the 
has recognized the impossibility of putting a gallon 'of liquid original Hebrew or Greek of any ordinary word in the English Bibl~ with 
into ~ pint bottle, under ordinary conditions, and has aimed to li~ral and primitive meaning. The price of the English edition 'is $9; but 
prese~t those facts and theories whic~ ar: esse~tial to' an the American publishers are offering to sell it-even to send it postpaid~for 
understanding of the phenomena of dally hfe which may be $3.65. This is the "Scholar's Edition," bound in cloth, printe'd from the 
.nrop~rly discussed in a work of this character, as well ·as to lay original plates on heavy paper. . 
-r d d d Th d" d -Topics oflhe 11"mes, a monthly publication whicq was mentioned in these the foundation for more exten e stu y. e rea er IS ImpresSe 
columns several times last spring, will hereafter be published by C. W: Bar-
with the prominence given to the idea of Energy. Within a deen, Syracuse, N. Y. It is an abstract of the news of the day, "prepared by . 
very few pages we find th~ following headings: On the Conser- an experienced teacher, well acquainted with the capacity ,?f children and 
vatidn of Energy; On the Recognition of Energy by the Senses, their needs. It is issued on the first day of each month, and adapted to pupils 
On Undulatory Energy, etc. This seems to be the key-note of from ten to fifteen years old. It is designed to be used in public schools M -
the book; which is equivalen.t to sayin~ th~t it is written from supplementary reading." Copies may be had at ~3.00 a hundred. 
the standpoint of the latest dlscovenes m sCience. ' PUBLISHERS' NOTES . 
. In his manner of pJ;esenting his subjects the author has been • 
· equally successful. -His English is characterized by that rare -The seven Kings of Rome were Romulus, Numa Pompilius, Tullus 
Hostilius, Ancus Martius,Tarquinius Priscus, Servius Tullius. and TarquiniuS 
property, perspicuity. With a few exceptions, his statements Superbus, and the Kmg of Steel Pens is Esterbl'ook Falcon, No. o~. 
· and-~explanations seem to be so clear that it is impossible not to -The best is the cheapest. H, B. Bryant's Chicago Busin~ss Coll!iie-
unde' rstand them'. It is true that the only test of a text-book is the standard institution of the country-furnishes the education tbat paYS. A Wise Deacon. 
the school room, and that the failures to withstand the heat of "Deacon Wilder, I want you to leU me how you kept yourself ~d famiiJ 
that ' crucible are. countless; but this work is weB worth trying. well the past season when aU the rest of us have Deen sick so much and have had the doctor§ visiting us so oflep." , 
It is scientific but n.ot abstruse; teachable but not superficial; Broth.er Taylor, the answer is very e.asy. I used Hop Bitters .in time; kept 
~ttnlctive and entertaining but not frivolous. . my famIly well and sayed the doctor bills. Three dollars worth of it kept us 
f h h .well and able to work all the time. I'll warrant it has ,cost you and the 
One varirtion from the stereotyped order 0 topics-wet · er neighbors one to two hunllred dollars apiece to keep' sick the same time." 
or n~t ~t concession to the tastes of the young ladies of Vassar- , "Deacon, I'll use your medicine hereafter.'" • -' 
. ommendable The subJ'ect of machines though of the highest HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE. IS C ' . ' makes a delicious drvlk. 
practical-vaiue, does not interest the m'ajority of pupils; it i~ not Dr. M.' H. Henry, the widely) cnown and' eminent famify physician, of 
· so fascinating that it should .meet one in ,the ves~'ibule. of t?e 'l N~:VH~:f~~J~;SACid Phosphate possesses claims as a beveraac be olld anyi -
temple, and ~~of. C. has wisely postponed 1ts conslderatlOn tll1 ' thing I k!l0~ onn the fc;>r~ of medicine; ,and in nervous d.is~ea I kii.ow of .. 
iust befote. forms. _ . ' no preparation to equal It. . • ' . ' •. _ 
I . 
~. 
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. CHICKERING 
PIANO, 
TIm VICTOR WA~~gr~lWY:S~VEn~ ~EI~: nn the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND. 
ARD of the WORLD-being copied not only by the makers 
ofthi. country. but of Europe-will 6e offered during Ihe 
prlSent conditions of trade at 
Greatly Beduced Prices. 
THE HIGHEST AWARDS ~Y:l~~!~~ 
World'S Fair In London. l8S' ; at the Great Expo-
sition in Paris. l867; at the International ;Exp08i-
tlon In Chili. l87S; and at the grand CENTENNIAL 
EXHIBITION in Philadelphia. l876. . 
All persons wishing to purchase (or e:ramine) inst .... · 
ments are respectfully invited to VIsit our Warerooms. 
CHICKERING & SONS, 
130 Fifth Ave., N. Y. I 156 Tremont.St. , Boston. 
HARVEY'S PENMANSIDP GA1JGE. 
Is the most val~able aid in teaching a system of penman-
sblp~ver offered to te.cbers. Its use enables pupil8 to de· 
teJ1lli,,~ and fix in the mind the proper lenglh. slant, width 
and spacing of letters . 
It'lessens the teacber's work ode·half and makes the pu· 
llils' l?rogress more rapid. 
It has been tested in hundreds of schools. and is recom· 
mended by the leading teachers of penman.hip in the U. S. 
, Se"t.6y mail on receipt rf priu. 20 eenls pe .. doz. 82 
per groll. Address L. D. HARVEY, 
Sheboygan, Wi8. 
·Barmore's Artifidal Ear Drums 
IU!:STORE THE HEARING and perform the 
:fl:o~t ~rd8, =:~u= :o,.~:::-ti\~~n 111'~~~~ 
"Yenatlon and even whi8~r8 heAl'd fiietinctly. We r ... 
fer to thoae1ll1ngtliam. Bend for de8cripliv. circular. 
, Addr.u , . CARMORE& ~O., 
. . 8. W. Cloraer 6th .Ii ~ 11t.j;,-nUOIUDaU; O. 
.R ,E eITA TION 
-AND- . 
:RejJort Card Comb£ned, 
This is a very convenient device fQr handling large clasies, 
callIng on pupils at random without being obliged teo think 
ofthe name beforehand, or giving the pupils any idea of who 
I. to be called on, and' at the sam.c time. having the means 
ofmaikhrg riiht ID one'. hand. Ea~b class .hould be rep-
resented by' . pack,. and the packs may be of dIfferent colors. 
On the back is a montbly re~ort tn parents. Price 5' CIS. 
Per hundred, postpaid. Samples sent on receil\' of stamp. 
S. R. WINCHELL & Co. Chicago. 
, T LL1NOl5 S1:A TE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, for 
1 the special preparation of teachers. The fu)J coune of 
I~y requiJ:eS thr~~ y,ean. Tuition free to,.tJiPse who 
rled&1:~msel" ... to teaCh ID ;Ibe state; to othen,'30 per 
year. ; vil~" ScMO/ Dejttrt"m.t offen tbe best advantages 
for p~at\lig for college or for bu.in.... Tuition, '30 per 
F YG!'. Gram",ar Scl<'o"/ Department furnISh .. excellen, 
-&ciUtia for obtaining a good, pracucal education. Twtionr 
"25 .~ year. PriMary Depa"t",e,.t. a charming place for 
r tbe '1)1Ule folks.~ Term begins· March 8,,880, For_partlcu-
, ..,.,adlIreu "EdwIn C. Hewett, P .... ident.Normal. Ill. tf 
WANTED TEAcllEES. 
• .TO CAN.VASS·PCR THB 
£. BlBtE FOR''FB,E YOUNG ~:~:d!.~~et~~e~ 
.' Ever¥ limily will !lave this work, THE FINES~ BOOK 
FO:a, THE HOLIDAYS, AddreSs for circulars ,ani! 
, speciAl terms. J •. H , CHAMBER,s & , CO., 
, . 305 Locust St., St. .LOui8, MO. 
'. 
'" .. - ..: .... 
1:~e EduCational W ~€kly. 
ATTENTION, TEACHERS. A VALUABLE BOOK 
Thompson's Teacher's Examiner 
REVISED AND ENLARGED. 
For Teachers, aDd those Prtparlng Themselves to Tesch. 
Givin,Er a /jeneral review of the Common and 
High School Studies, in a series of questions and 
answas Thirtun branches are trtated on, viz, 
Geog1·aphy, .( ivil Govern1lunt, Grammar, History, 
RMding. Physiology, Orthography, Phvsical GiOg· 
raphy. Arithmetic, Writing. Philosophy, Astrono-
my, and American Litemture. Tlu Examiner 
cOllsists of over 360 pogu, having betn prepared e~­
presslv.lor the use 0.1 Tearhers in lIlalnng pupara-
tions for examinatl01l, and is also adapted to the t}se 
of Common and High Schools • .lor daily, weekly, 
and monthly r ,views. 
1. No Teacher should be without a copy of the Exammer. 
2. It contains nearly 5,000 qUt'stions and answers, system-
atically arranged. 
3. The work is indorsed by the best educational men of 
the c f\untry. 
4. The second edition has already been published, and 
over 6,000 copies sold. . 
S. Nothing hke it for reviews and test·work, and it should 
be used in every schoo!' 
6. If you are dreading an examination, purchase a copy 
of the Examiner. It will guide you safely through. 
7. The lllice of the Examiner is not exhorbitant, but 
within the re, ch of all. • 
8. It ·asks from two 10 five hundred of the most important 
questions on each branch of study, and answers each ques-
tion that it asks. . 
9 The Examiner is destined to have as great a sale as 
any school work yet publis~.ed . 
10. The 'reacher's Examiner will be sent to any address, 
prepaid, on rectipt of price, $1 75. Agents wanted,. for 
wbich liberal premiums will be given. Send for circular . 
giving full information in regard to the work. Address 
AI.IBERT' HENRY THOMPSON. 
, DAVENPORT, IOWA 
..4. long needed Book lor School Ojft-
. ce'l's and Teachers! • 
A Treatise on the -law 
of Public Schools. 
By FINLEY BURKE, 
(Counsellor·at·La~ .) 
A Concise but comprehensive Treatise on the General Laws 
rela ting to School, in 'all the Stat"l', with reference to stat-
utes and cases. . . 
FUL1, INDEX AND 7ABLE OF CASES C17ED. 
This ,Book has received the unqualifie~endorsement ofsome 
of the most eminent educators and jurists of the country. 
12mo .• bound in clolh. Prjce. postpaId, '1.00. ' 
.' 
Published by , A. S. BARNES & CO., 
III &> II3 W;II;atn St .. New York. 
31 &> 30 Madison SI., Chicago. 
INTERESTING ANNOUNCEMENT 
To Teachers. Students, Olerks, 
AND OTHERS. 
You can have thorou"h instruction by mail in any branch 
within the Common and High School Cou ses, including 
Bookkeeping and Scie .. ce ' 
This offer i. not intene-ed for those who can attend good 
scoc 1<, but for those shut Ou< from thes~ privileges 'ond 
oblig<d to climb alone. 
Success guaranteed. Proce!s scientific. Work inter-
esting. Address 
w. H. MILLEB, 
. BUNKER HILL, ID. 
PENS'IONS·· ! 
Any wound or injury, or nny disense however 
slight the disablllty, entitles a soldier of the late 
war to a pension. Thousanfts nrc yet entitled. 
l'ensionsby new law begin back at day of dis. 
.;barge. Widow8, children tinder 16 yenrs, depen. 
dent mothers, fathers. also brothel'8 'au a 8isters 
under 21 years, are entitled to a pension. l'cn810n 
laws are now more liberal than formerly and 
• mlmyare entitled to better rates. Many are yet 
entitled to bounty and do not know it. 1 
I will procure patents fdr inventors, both in this 
co.ungy !llld ip Europe. . 
~L'Y AT PNCE. .. . • 
HaVing had '8CVel'8.l years'- experience ·in l"e 
largest Law and Claim otlice in Washington, D. C., 
1 g1!arantee satisfaction and a saving to you of two 
to three months' time than 'by corresponding with 
an attorney at Washington. 
Sendi two stamps for pension and bounty lam. 
Address TAYLOR FITZG.ERA Ln, Attorney a.t 
Law and U. S. cu.tm Aae~t, lock bOx 168 WIN 
WIELD. ~ll.As. ' 
ALPHADUSTLESS CRAYONS, Clean )0 White eC9Domical. or • ' , J.,USTLESS ERASERS and AN , • DRBWS' DVST"LBSS .ERAS8RS ; sam 
• . pIes of bot h by' mail for '5 cents 
, , " S. R. W~NCHELL Be eo., Cbi~~go 
ORAL LESSONS IN LANGUAGB, 
For the Fir8t. S.cond, Third, and Fourth 
Year8 in School. 
. HOW TO PREPARE THEM; 
HOW TO GIVE THEM. 
The Teacher's Edition (prepared by MRS N. L .. , KNox) 
of THE ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN ENGLISH-(by 
W. D. WHITNllY, of Yale College. and Mrs. N. 1.. KNOX) is 
ready. 
It discusses the important principle8 of Primary 
Education and Instruction; the Art of Question-
ing ;· the Law8 of Que8tlonlng; Method8 of Cor. 
rectlng Oral and Written-Exercise8, etc., .etc. 
It contains "'alter and plans for giving Oral LanJrUog. 
Lello., on c%r, foym . size, weigl,,!, place, an'"IIIIsls, 
plants, and common oDjects. 
It includes the entire text of the children', book (PAR'I'I. 
-HOW TO SPEAK AN D WRITE CORRECTLY). and 
gives in detail methods of developing the lessons of the text. 
Exercises in application of the lessons, reviews, dictation 
exercises, and home tasks, are introduced as thoroughn:ess 
requires . . 
The VOCARULARY LESSONS, the chapter on LE:}'· 
TER WRITING, and the METHODS FOR COMPOSI· 
TION EXERCl~ES, will prove mvaluable to teach~rs ip 
the 'upper grammar grades. Sent post·paid on receIpt of 
85 cents, in stamps. 
GINN & HEATH, Publl8her8, 
56 State Stre~t, Chicago. 
Good Bnsilloss for COIllDotOllt MOll. 
Agents are making '5 to ~"5 a day selling the "Home 
Hand Book for Domestic Hygiene and Bationai Medicine." 
the best selliDg popular medical work published. S,oeo copies 
. sold in six weeks. The work contains 1100 pages, 500 cuts, 
and 22 full.page colored plates . . Everybody is pleased with ' 
it. A good agent wanted in every county. For circulars 
and terms, address GOOD HBALTH PUB. Co .• Battle Cleek, 
Michigan. ' 
OHIO CEN1RAL NdRMAL, and Kindergart •• • Training School. Reorganized with full faculty. 
J Three full courses, one, two, and three years_fCSpc;ct-
,vely Incorporated under Btate Board of T!""stees .. ~his 
is the o~ly Normal School in the State havmg a dlstmct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mcst thorough academic instruction. ' 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O. ' 
's T MARl-'S SCHOOL, K",,:rville,lIli,.ois. A Board- ' 
ing SchOOl lor Girl.; First·class throughout; a safe 
Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons In nearly every city in the 
West. [tf] C. W. LBPPINGWBLL. D.D., Rector. 
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS. ' 
. MONTHLY RBPORT. CARDS furnished by the_publishers of 
THB EDUCATIONAL WBHKLV, Chicago, at Fifly cent. per 
"undr~d. Samples sent on receipt of one cent stamp. 
UUSICAL KNOWLEDGE MADE EASY. Prof. 
iU Rice's Magical Io~tant. Music teac~ing Piano. Organ, 
and Guitar Charts. etc., 'r.oo. Most rapId, correct system 
on earth Agents wanted. Save the A~v't· aid send ~or 
Free music • lid terms to 243 State St. , Cb,cago. Ill. Spectal 
ofFer: a~d free lecture to earnest teachers , etc. 
I OWA 'COLLEGE, Gri,.,.III, .low!'. Forrcatalojuc etC., addr ... ,~ Pr.esident, Gao.F.MAGOUN, D.D. [~~ 
- " . -",' 
_ ~ t ... 
-, 
' ,#' • 
' . 
Th~ 'Edu~tioaal WeeJdy. 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL APPARATUS. 
A Larg(l New lllus-
btJBd and Priced J . . & H. BERGE 95 John St. and 191 Greenwich St. 
Catalogue, 25c. NEW YORK. 
(For~erly HALL 8; BENJAMIN.) 
'TOPICALANAL YSIS. 
FOURTH THOUSAND. 
TOPICAL ANALY8I~ of Descriptive Geog:raphy, United 
8tates History, Practlcal Anthm~tJc, PhysIOlogy a nd Hy~ 
gtene Phys ical Geography, E nglis h Grammar, a nd Pen-man~hip f o r use in Common "choals, Normal Schools 
and Teache rs ' Institutes. R ev.ised Edit ion, p p . Il4. By 
• George S. Wedgwood. 
• This is the mos t convenient a nd useful ' book yet written 
or insti ute, normal school, and grammar school ins tructors. 
Ehe ~ubjects are systematically outlined, so that it is imma-
- teria1 whether a class is supplied with uniform text-hooks 
or not. It is well adap :ed to any good text-book a nd "hence 
is of great advantage to county institutes and schools where 
a diversity of bocks prevails. It saves to the teacher ' the 
- great labor and time of copying on the black·board cr of 
dictating an outline for review or recitation , and the pupils 
- the immense burden of writing the outline down for their 
own use. They a re not in danger of making errors in copy-
'" ing the ir outline, or 01 losing the paper upon which it is 
written. • 
' Retail price SO cents. Copies for exam.ination lent post. 
. paid on receipt of reta il price. No attention paid to orders 
unaccompanied by the cash. 
..... Send fora copy and c"onvince yourself 01 °its surpassmg 
utility. 
S. R. WINCHELL 8; CO., PUblish'e rs. 
63 8; 65 Washington Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
,SOHOOL EXERCISE BOOKS. 
Made of BEST MANILA WRITING PAPER; 
bound in HEAVY ROPE PAPER COVERS,with 
wire staples, and in all respects superior' tn any of 
);tb'e cbeap books in the market, and sold at the fol-
lowing low prices : 
Size. No . Pages . List per Jeo Books. 
8~"S~ 5' $5 00 Wo. 
• 
3 
-4 
II 
.. 
8~"s~ 100 10 00 
8~xS~ '50 15.00 
8~"S~ 2CO 20 00 
6~x8 50 500 
6~x8 ICO 10 00 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT ON L A RGE ORDERS. 
S. R. WINCHELl; 8; CO •. Chicago. 
, 
I Arise to ' Say 
"The 
only 
objection 
to your 
'COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is , we all w'ant It. They suit all sizes, 
(rom the two_year-old baby 'to the champion member of the 
Fat Men'. Club." 
Every , chair made upon honor and Warranted Perfect. 
Prices range from 7S cents to 1>9 each. 
Special discount to Clergymen and Hotels. Send for Cat-
alog. Manufactured by 
F. A. SINCLAIR. Mottville. N. Y. 
Animal. Classification. 
~ If. s;bart to accompany text-books in Zoology and t? help 
the.teacher to sys tematize ins truction in Natural History; 
price 15 cents . Chart arflm&ed in blank book for lectures; 
price.40 centl;:Idress ' A. RGBIFFEN, 
6~I Broad St., Newark, N. J 
r:r:.o ELEGANT CARDS, FIFTY STYr:E,~. 
o with na.me, 10 cents. 40 TRANSPA~hN 1. 
10 oents. Stamps taken. ' '. 
• PEARL CO" Brockport, N. Y . 
Those a.nswering an,Advertlsement will confer 
,M tav'or upo'; the Advertiser and tIle Publishers 
br. ~t1n~ that they saw Ule adver~.e~ent lu'th~ 
~U_.f.I.OIl~ W:eekly. , 
, -", 
FiRST YEARS 
IN 
S.O N C .-. LAN 0, 
FOR 
Day Scho~ls ana Jnvonilo GlassBs, 
BY GEORGE F ; ROOT. 
A well ordere~, interesting a nd carefully graded course of 
elementary lessons, and a ge nt!rous ~upply of good attractive 
SONG·S' For STu~~t~°r"Notat1on, Recitation , Special OCcasions. 
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
"First Years in. Song-land" 
h far in advance of a ny of its pred~ce~sorSt a nd outs trips all 
competitors. 21 6 pages in beautiful style. 
Be sure to examine "FIRST YEARS IN SONG 
LAND" before you seleet a book for the rait a.nd 
winter session. 
Price So c. by mail ; 85·00 per doz. by express, 
Specimen pages now ready a nd sent (ree on applica tion . 
• JOHN CHURCH &; CO., 
66 West Fourth St., I 5 Uo iQ.1j Square, 
CINCINN ATI , O. NEW YORK 
30l DAYS TRIAL ALLOWED 
BRYAN'S 
·ELECTRIC· BELT·· 
ro.n~ nfn U l NG THE H UKAN ORGANISM WITH 
. -, 
fi EW LIFE, HEALTH and STRENGTH •. 
-._---
~ Self-CIir,tlvl for Nervous, ,9hroDio &lid Crgmo Dlaeam. 
A.pproved and recommended by tJu MOIl Eminent 
.Aulhorily, and endor .. d by Convincing 
Tulimony of tho .. who ha~e VIed Ilem. 
~ITHOUT MEDICINES 
They ejfectuaUy cur, aU thOle derangement. aririll/l 
flom a lou of Vital Force, ,",ek '" _ 
Nenous Debility and Exhaustion, DyspepsIa, Ep/.· 
lepsy, Kidney Complaints, Impotency, Hysteria, 
Spermatorrhea, Ll\,er'Complalnts, Nenoumeu, 
General III He"lth, WastIng AlI'ator Deellne, 
Urinary Diseases, Lnmbago, Neuralgia, 
Costlvene.s Orgallie Weaknesa, Spillal 
'hoobles, j.'emale JIIsOrden, lIean 01 .. 
ease, Lung Disease. ParalysIs, Phy"-
eaI Incapacity, and Prostration, 
. JleIanehoUa and JlraJn Tro!lbIe~ ' 
'1Iuseular Weaknea8~ Lou of . 
, Power, and Prl'matule' D~y, • 
And are especially adapted· tot recuperating the 
Organism when injured by ·Impruden ce, SIc!Jtnel!!, 
or Old,Age. . .' 
The Eleciro-Nagne1ic Current il el!O/~ed tuithout tAt. 
aid of Vimgar or . .Acid" bll the heal and moUlure of 
the body. The. C-'urrent u continuow IUId Without 
,hockl, and Ihe Bt ll' and .Appliancu may be worn 
constanUy wilhout I ... ",blt or preparatiolo, and will 
;leTfeet co"lforl and pri~acy. 
D"~POT" 2 HOlYD ST., N. V. ' 
Send sta'?P for painphlet. ' H. M. H4LOY. 
GLO- BES 3, s. 6, 10, '2; 16, and30 Ih. dlam • . 8ebt 
' .for cataloiUe. H. ,B, Nlma &Co,. Troy 
Wew. York. . . o-oow-clp ' 
," I ~ 
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SCHOOL TEACHERS 
AN" 
SCHOOL EOARDS~ 
DO YOU WANT TO BUY ANY 
BOOKS, STATIONERY, 
MAPS, GLOBES, DAIL} 
REGISTERS, BLACKBOARDS, 
CHARTS, CRA YJNS, 
REFERENCE BOOKS, 
SCHOOL RECORD BOOKS, 
DISTRICT RECORD BOOKS; 
DISTRICT TREASURER'S BOOKS, " , 
SCHOOL MOTTOES, LiQUID 
~SLA TiNG, C,ARDS, ERASERS, \ 
MINERALS, APPARA'l'US,i 
Or anything else for your own use or the use of your school t 
Are you going to have any PRINTING, BlNDIl:/G, Qr ' 
ELECTROTY PING done for your school? 
D oes your Large Dictionary need rebillding t 
If 501 entrust your business to the " 
EDUCATIONAL PURCHASING AGENCY 
of Ctiicago, who will give. the low.;t !igw,.e:, and ~e 61St 
'Work, 00 the ,"ort~st notIce. 
No charge for information on any of the above subjects . 
Enclose a stamp for reply. Letters are answered the day 
they arc received. Price list sent on application. 
S. R. WINCHELL 8; CO., 
63 & 65 Washington St., Chica&~, Ill, 
!!!! Only Medicine" 
That J.ets at the Same TIme oa . 
The Liver, the B,owels and the lidnays. 
TheBe great organa are the natural cleans· 
ers of the system. If they work weill healt!! 
will be perfect; It they become e oglled. 
dreadful dlseaBea are aure to foUow wfth ' 
TERRIBLE SUFFERINC. 
DllloUSD8118, Headaehe, DYIIPilpsIa, Jaun-
dice, ConstIpation lionel. PUea, or ~ld­
ney Complaints, GranI, DiatietOl, 
or Rhenmade Palila and AeMa, 
~f~~eii,e~o~~~~~'i."~aib:h~~':td I~.rv~a~~~~ 
expelJed naturally. 
KIDNEY-WORT 
wfll restore the healthy action 'and all tbeae 
destroying evl1B wl11 be banlsbed; neillect-
them and you will live but to' autf01'. . 
ThoulIBnda have been cured. 1'ry It and.y,ou 
:~~:~~t~~lYg~~e~o~~I~:re~e:on!;~~:r~~ 
1I'.18a1r ... lo_ ..... &Io._I0' .. '-'1 ..... tl 
·wll1 ...... a4 .. _ .. _OoutIpaIIoa ... PUooI 
KmNlIY-WORT wtll cnre yon. Try a pack· 
age at once and be satlatled. • 
, II fII a drll ~.gotabl. compoutid and 
One Paekage ma)es aix qilil'ts otBodIelne. 
Your Drugg181 h/U (I, 01" to£ll gol II for 
I/Ou. InBl. , upon ha~lllgl'. Price, ~I.OO. 
wms, 1Il0lWlDS0N II CO., Proprietor&. 
10 (Wllhencl pooipold.) B.rUact'oa, vt. 
Li,quid 
In ft8pODlIe to tIu! uraent reque.1iI or peat 
numberll otpoople who prefer to ~'a 
· 1tid!'8r'WOrt .~ prepIftIII. tbAol pro-
prletomotthla celebrated ~ DOW lIN" , 
paI'9ittnuqufdtbrm' 48 well .. <\17. It 18 
vary ooncentrated, 18 put up in 1al'p bottIee. 
and la equaU:v atIIolent .. that ,put up <bY in 
Un cans. It ...... tho n.-1t;y otprepa.rlD&, 
la alWlQ'll ftII!d¥. and la more ~ tUan by, 
moat peOpleo PrIoe, 'I per bottle. 
'LlQ11ID.a.m>mLYBOLD BY DB.UGGIB'ia: 
WELLS,- RICHA'IlDSON .. co., PIOP'ft. _ 
It. B1i ........... v, .. 
\ , 
" 
. \. 
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flTUDEN"S SHAKESPEARE. 
A Icholarly, philosophical, and thorough Analysis of the 
great master of the English tongue,hy HBNRY J . Fox, D. D . 
This volume, ·embra~ing over Five Thousand subjects 
topically arranged, is designed to place at immediate com· 
, .mand every important thought which the greatest of English 
poets has given to the world. · 
PRICE AND STYLE OF BINDING. 
'library leather, ;6.00 Full Mor. gilt edge, '0.0) 
Extra cloth. 85.00 I H alf Russia, Ex. gilt, 1£8.00 
Half Morocc9, 1.00 }'uII Russia, gilt edge, 'a 00 
Sold to subscribers only, . payable on delivery without 
cost of carriage. 
Descriptive circulars and· specimen pages forwarded on 
application, and subscriptions received by 
B. A. FOWLER & CO, Publishers, 
.8 !Ia.wley Street, Boston,Mass. 
NeliaDie Agtnts wanted; in roe". Edtecational lnstitu · 
ti~''' TOfIIn, City, and Stat •• 
, School and Amateur Dramas, 
Best collection published ........•.•. • . Price 15 cents each. 
SCHOOL AND PARLOR TABLEAUX. 
A .... choice collection, classical and comic ........... 25 centc; . 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON DIALOGUES. 
§hort and spicy for boys and girls. Two num· 
SCRAW'Boo1t ~"Ci'~~O~rBER·iiS:······'·5 cent •. 
Latestl Freshest! Bestl Two numbers. Per 
number .......... ................. ~ ... _______ . . ........ 25 cenL-; . 
THE COUNTY SUBERINTENDENT'S QUES-
TIONS. · _ 
]us.t the thing for class-drill, reviews, and examinatious. 
Arithmetic, 1000 questions and problems .. __ ", 25 cents . 
Hou~08FP~~C~A'lfm~~ .......... ""'" .•. 25 cents. 
A monthly magaz;ne Jor teachers, students. 
and young folks, spicy, pointed and interes· 
ting . • Contains choice readings, dialogues, 
etc. ____ . •. __ .. _ ......... .. ......... . .. . Per year, 50 cents. 
Full descriptive catalogue free. 
Address, . T. S. DENISON, 
10 Metropolitan Block. Chicago, lli. 
1881. 
HARPER'S YOUNG PEOPLE. 
An Dlustrated Weekly-16 Paged, 
SUITED TO BOYS AND GIRLS OF FROM SIX IV 
SIXTEEN Y~ARS OF AGE. · 
Volume n. commences Novemoer 2, 1880. 
.-
NOW IS THE TUlE 'TO SUBSCRIBE. 
WIthin a year of its first appearance, HARPBIt's YOUNG 
PaOPLE has secured a leadi,!g place among the periodicals 
designed for juvenile readers. The object of those who have 
the paper ill charge is to provide for boys and girls from the 
ale ohl>; to sixteen a weekly treat in the way of entertaining . 
• toria, poems, historical sk~tche5, and other attractive read-
ing matter, with profuse and beautiful illustrations, and at 
the same time to make its SPIrit and influence harmonize 
willi the moral atmosphere which prevadea every cultivated 
Chrlltian houlehold. This important design they endeavor 
to carry out by combining the best literary and artistic talent 
10 that fiction shall appear in bright and. innoce~t colors: 
soWr facts aslume such a holiday dress as to be no longer 
dry or dull, and mental exereise, In the solution of puzzles, 
.problems, and other devices, become a delight. 
.. -
: TERM;B, 
BABPEB.'S YOUNq PEOP,LE} 
_ Pel' Year, POBta.r8 Prepatct, ' .1.50 • . 
SJIIGLa NtJIIB&1tS Four Cents eack. 
The Donal! Volume (or 1880, containinc the Jirs~ fifty.two 
NlUllbe ... will be ready, early in Nov"ember. Price, 83.00; 
P'»la&e prepaid. Cover for ' YOUNG' PWPLIIo for 1880, 35 
ceDts: postalle, 13 cents additional. 
RemittanceS should be made by Post.Office Money Order 
• or Draft .. to avbld chance ofIoss. 
N_IIllp"$ 11,., IIOt I. CW 1411 ""fll,.#II"'#lt with-
""t flu Ixl;'1I1 "rtf" of KUPER &: BROTHII\RS. 
Adclresa.· HABPER' I!C BRC)'i'HERS, Naw You:. 
-, , 
The Educational Weekly. 
Nervo·us Debility 
Cured WUhout Medicines, 
Our Special Galvanic Appliances reach at once 
the seat of disea~e, and their Electro-Calvanic action 1S 
upon the cent e of the NERVOU~, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
VITA.L FOEl.OES, 
LOST MANHpOD. 
And curing the worst cases of,Seminal Weakness. Exhaus-
tion, Impotency,- and all Diseases and We.kness of .the 
U~OlfNn~tar.\E~~~~ering from early indiscre·tLm lac~ nt:rve 
force and fail to attain strength. MIDDLE·AGED ME~ 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN attril'ute their loss ,'f 
energy and vitality to the natural progress of age 
and decay. To one and all we can say that .nature merely 
wants aId, NA TlJRAL aid, which ou.· a appliances 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every c~se short of structural de-
generation. Speci'!ol illustrated pamphlet sent i!, sealed 
envelope on receipt of 6 cenls postage. Consultation free. 
Office hours, 9 A M. to 5 P. M. 
WOMEN sutr,ring from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send for our Ipedal circular explaining our im-
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters , etc. 
AMERICAN GALVANIC CO., 
13" Madison St., Chicago, ~., Rooms I &:1 
Rock River· Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturers and dealers in 
Alt Kznds 0/ Paper, 
Manufacturers of the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary,.......... . .• ., SO I The five books sent to teach 
:Common School, • •••.. . . 1.5<> ers lor examination (or 113.5°, 
COunting.House, •... .•• . 3000 but only In reply to requests 
Lectures/', .oc. Key, • •• 2.00 accompanied by the money. 
Special terms for mtroduction. . . 
.cpul W. J. GILBERT, Publisher, SI. Louis, Mo. 
We Have the Best · Thing Out 
FOR AGENTS. 
Price ... 50 cents. Sample and complete outfit .sent on reo 
ceipt o. 40 cents to those WHO MEAN BUSINESS and 
apply for agency. Send for outfit at once, and go to work 
in time for ..the fall rush. • 
WILLARD' M. WOOD .,& CO.; publisher's agents for 
standard books, ,,6 E. Washington St., Room 8, Chicago, 
III. Drawer w. , 
H IGH. Sa/fOOL D!,PART.ME.NT o.f State Normal U:D1vcrslty. Spectal alte.ntion tI paid"lo fitting youpg 
min for COllege. For years its graduates have enter. 
eel ~, and other fin.t-class colleges, without conditions. Tb~ E!,glish ~ presents rare 0pP..OJ1Unities to young men 
prepanng for bustness, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course ofstudy. Forfurtberlnformation addieSs E J J M. D., NO.rmal. IU. . , " ames, 
THE 
Chzcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST 1 BEST CONSTRUCTED I · BEsrr · 
EQUIPPED 1 and hence the 
Leading Railway of the Wes1 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2·,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and forms the folIo~ing Trunk Lines: 
'!~hicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," -
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line," 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line,~ ' 
"Chica~o,.Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS--
Council BluWs, Denver and Cali-
fornia Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points 1lI 
iOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING. COLOR. 
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA~ CALIFORNIA; OREGON, 
CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its 
St. Paul and MinneapoliS Line 
Is the Best Line between CICAGO and all _points in 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN aDd MINNESOTA, 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DU· 
LUT,and all points in the Great N orthwest . Its 
La ·Crosse and· Minnesota Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE, 
'\INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, 
';T. PETER, NEW ULoI1, and all points in CENTRAL 
' MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and MarqUette Line 
Is the Only Line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, NE:"ENAH, MEN 
ASHA, OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and the LAKE SifPERIOR 
COUNTRY' I~. ., 
Is !~~~~~~u~e ~~~enDc~'c~9~~nfW~N" 
ROCKFORD, FREEPORT, and all points via Freeport. 
Its . 
·Chicago and Milwaukee, 'Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK WAUKEGAN RACINE, KEN· 
OSHA and MIL W A U kEE.t. and the Best Route to SHE· 
BOYGAN, llANITWOC, uREEN LAKE and RIPON • 
It is the O~y R ';-ad in the·West running Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. . 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel <':ars, or 
any other form of H otel Cars THROUGH between Chicago 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket Agents can s~1I you 
Through' T ickets by thIS Route. 
It is the Only Road runnmg P ullman Sleeping Cars elthe 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any point nonh 0 
Chicago. _ 
New York Office , 4'5 Broadway. Boston Office,s Slate 
Street. Omaha Office, '3'4 Farnam Street. San Francisco 
Office, 2 New Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticket Offices 
6. Clark Street, under Sherman House; 15 Canal, cor. Mad· 
ison Street; S9 State, cor. Randolph Street: Palmer House; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; Kinzie Street Depot,cor. West Kinzie 
and Canal Stree:s; Wells Street Depot, cor. Wells and· Kin-
zie Streets. · . 
----
For Information, folders, maps. etc., not obtainable at 
H6me Ticket Office, address any agent of the Company, or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H. STENNETT, 
Gen'l Manager, Chicago. Gen'l Pass. Ag't, Chicago 
A RARE nOOK is the Genuine 6th and 7th Baal< of 
Moscs, 400 palles, 4' plates (English print). Also over 
500 other rare books, Ii.t (or stamp. Andress. 
J. G. STAUFFER, 
I· PaImyr~ -Fa. 
PL 'IS Tableaux DialOgues, Rccitati0n.",· Colon=d -lI. ,FiI-e Wig;. MoustaChes, etc. CaWOfIUClsent 
... by HAPPY' flOURS CO .• No. S ~ St., N. r 
